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The Amber Raja held the capacity of subedar, faujdar, thanadar, qiladari, 
ijaradar, zamindar and jagirdar from time to time. In order to hold such significant 
offices he was expected to maintain a large army. The routine matters like leading an 
expedition, collection of revenue suppressing rebels, and smooth conduct of 
administration, army was needed. The petitions {arzdasht / vakil's report) of the 
officials, and the kapad dwara documents are replete with references of areas and the 
major role where the Amber /Jaipur army played in sustaining such offices. A select 
example is laidout in the following table 
Name 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Year 
Jan 18, 
1709 
May 4, 
1711 
A.D. 1712 
IVIay 22, 
1712 
Nov. 1, 
1713 
Dec. 12, 
1713 
Dec. 14, 
1713 
A.D. 1715 
Sept. 10, 
1716 
Sept 10, 
1716 
Sept. 23, 
1716 
Sept. 23, 
1716 
Nov. 3, 
1716 
Sept. 13, 
1717 
Nov. 19, 
Table 
Category of 
document 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
{shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Farman; Persian 
(Nastaliq) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panivana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Farman; Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Hasbul hukum; 
-1.1 
Post/ 
Appointment 
Jag/fdari 
Jagirdad 
Jagirdarl 
Jagirdari 
Faujdari 
Jagirdari 
Jag/fdari 
Jagirdari 
Jaiginiari 
Jagirdari 
Jagirdan 
Jagirdari 
Faujdari 
Jagirdari 
Faujdari 
Area 
Devati Sanchari, sarkar Alwar, suba 
Akbarabad 
Mominabad alias Amber (Ajmer) 
Mominabad alias Vrindavana 
Phagi 
Ahmedabad with Khora suba Kara 
IVIominabad of suba Ajmer 
Khori, suba Akbarabad 
Tonk suba Ajmer 
Malpura in suba Ajmer 
Muhammadpur of suba Malwa 
Malpura suba Ajmer 
Ujjain suba Malwa 
Toda, Bhim, Kama, Newai and 
Lalsot etc. 
Akbarabad 
Udehi suba Ajmer 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
1717 
June 5, 
1719 
March 23, 
1720 
IVIarch 12, 
1721 
March 12, 
1721 
May 3, 
1721 
March 3, 
A.D. 1721 
A.D. 1721 
A.D. 1722 
Jan. 8, 
1722 
March 1, 
1722 
April 22, 
1722 
Dec. 12, 
1722 
Jan.11, 
1723 
April 23, 
1723 
Sept. 11, 
1723 
Sept. 11, 
1723 
Sept. 11, 
1723 
Sept. 14, 
1723 
March 6, 
1725 
Oct. 26, 
1725 
April 22, 
1726 
Feb, 7, 
Persian (Shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana (sanad), 
Persian {shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Farman; Persian 
(Nastaliq) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shiikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Panvana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
Jagirdari 
Jagirdari 
Jag/rtiari 
Jagirdari 
Jagirdari 
Faujdari 
Jagirdari 
Subedari ar\(i 
Faujdah 
Jag/fdari 
Jagirdari 
Jagirdari 
Jagirdari 
Jagirdari 
Jagirdari 
Jagirdari 
Jagirdari 
Jagirdari 
Jagirdari 
Faujdar 
Jagirdari 
Jagirdari 
Jagirdari 
Kiara alias Bhangarh of sarkar 
Alwar in suba Akbarabad 
Ujjain suba Malwa 
In the pargana of punjab 
Mominabad 
Amarsar, suba Ajmer 
Hindon and Toda Bhim suba 
Akbarabad 
Kyara alias Bhangarh, saricar Alwar 
Akbarabad and Islamabad 
(Mathura), with an increment of 
4600 sawars and five lakh dams in 
inam 
Naraina, suiba Ajmer 
Malarna, suba Ajmer 
Kiara alias Bhangarh suba 
Akbarabad 
Khori, sarkar Alwar, suba 
Akbarabad 
Khori in sarkar Alwar of suba 
Akbarabad 
Khori, suba Akbarabad 
Tonk, sarkar Mominabad, suba 
Ajmer 
Mominabad, subia Ajmer 
Malarna, suba Ajmer 
Amarsar, sarkar Mominabad, suba 
Ajmer 
Bayana 
Manoharpur, suba Ajmer 
Naraina 
Amarsar, suba Ajmer 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai Jai Singh 
Sawai IVIadho 
Singh 
Sawai Madho 
Singh 
1727 
Jan. 15, 
1728 
June 14, 
1729 
July 29, 
1729 
Sept. 8, 
1729 
Feb. 11, 
1732 
IVlay8, 
1732 
July 22, 
1738 
June 29, 
1740 
June 21, 
1741 
March 31, 
1758 
A.D. 1765 
{shikastah) 
Pamana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Parwana, Persian 
(shikastah) 
Farnnan; Persian 
(Nastaiiq) 
Farman; Persian 
(Nastaiiq) 
Farman; Persian 
(Nastaiiq) 
Jag/fdari 
Jag/rdari 
Jag/rdari 
Jagirdan 
Faujdah 
Jag/rdari 
Faujdah 
Nizamat ar\d 
Faujdah 
Zamindah of 
Six paraganas 
Subedari and 
Faujdah 
Qiledah 
Naraina, Suba Ajmer 
Gaya in suba Bihar 
Amarsar 
Gaya suba Bihar 
Gaya suba Bihar 
Gaya in suba Bihar 
Islamabad alias Mathura 
Akbarabad (Agra) 
Paragana of Lahar etc. 
Suba of Akbarabad 
Fort of Ranthambhor 
Army maintained by the Raja was situated at far flung areas of his 
responsibility. Besides, watan areas also needed maintenance of army. In such a 
situation it seems interesting to study the nature of arms and army corps utilized by 
the Amber Raja. It has been pointed out that in conformity of the obligation of 
jagirdar, army had to be maintained and this obligation was properly accomplished 
by Amber Raja. The significance of the study can be gauged by the fact that this 
investigation is important from the point of view of micro level study of a region and 
also for giving an insight to the Mughal Empire at large .As will be seen in the course 
of our chapters such details are lacking even in Ain. 
The minute and meticulous record of intricate details makes it is clear that all 
the information was submitted to the Mughal Emperor, which is why these records 
were maintained. None of the scholars had mentioned about the use of mehtab 
(rocket) in the context of Amber army which is mentioned in topkhana document. 
Also scholars fail to trace the Kapad Dwara document in the context of military 
history of Jaipur state. 
Scholars like Vanina underline the significance of army of the Raja of Amber 
in the eighteenth century, because the central structure of Mughal Empire was ebbing 
out, and the mustering of military paraphernalia at Amber gave an added significance 
to Amber as a formidable power.' So far as the Arms of Amber are concerned besides 
bows and arrows, daggers and swords, rockets were also manufactured. However one 
can discern the significance attached to variety of cannons manufactured in Amber's 
own gun foundry. Attached to the study is the related investigation of armour. 
In the context of army corps we can gauge that the recruitment was 
heterogeneous in character, but the Raja's own clansmen remained the backbone of 
his army. Army corps was a large establishment in itself and the dagh-o-chehra 
records ensured the regular attendance of these troops. 
Much research has been conducted on the various facets of military history of 
India. Such studies are a general survey of military history of India, which enlightens 
us about the military system of India. However the glaring fact remains that they fail 
to deal with the regional study of military system of a significant area like Jaipur. The 
eminent scholar Jadunath Sarkar, A History of Jaipur ^deals about the general history 
of Jaipur form medieval to modem time. This study furnishes information on the 
changes in socio-political history of Jaipur. Interestingly enough he opines, that 
Mughal Empire in imposing peace upon India, no Rajput clan has played a greater 
part, than the Kachhwaha house of Jaipur. This observation speaks volumes about the 
military efficiency of the clan, and our region of course. The book however, lacks 
information pertaining to military history of Jaipur State. The earlier work on Mughal 
Administration ^ deals the army of Mughal Empire in general. 
The scholar R. K. Phul in his book Armies of the Great Mughals "^ has divided 
his work into two parts, the first part gives the administrative system of Mughal army 
and second part deals with army on the battle field. He opines that there was heavy 
dependence on cavalry and artillery . Likewise William Irvine in his book Army of 
1 Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India Thirteenth-Eighteenth Centuries, 
New Delhi, 2004. 
Sarkar .J N., ^ History of Jaipur, 1503- 1938, Oriental Longman, Hyderabad, 1984. 
Sarkar, Jadunath, Mughal Administration, Mc.Sarkar and Sons Calcutta, 1935 
Phul, R.K., Armies of the great Mughals, Oriental, Delhi, 1978. 
the Indian Mughal ^has discussed general information about the military system of 
Mughal. Irvine fails to give any information regarding the cavalry which was the 
backbone of army. He does not speak anything about camel corps. 
Jagdish Narayan Sarkar in his book The Art of War in Medieval India deals 
about the war tactic used during the Medieval India. 
The other works are more specific in nature like G.N.Pant in 'Indian Arms 
and Armours'^ (III VOLS) had described short range weapons, long range weapons, 
armours, manufacturing details, decoration etc. However his book lacked any 
reference about the long range weapons of Jaipur. As other of his book 'Studies In 
Indian Weapons and Warfare' * he discusses arms of specific region, means of 
decoration etc. In the book 'Horse And Elephant Armour' Pant deals about the 
amours of horse and elephant, arms and armours for men. He has also written a book 
'Indian Armour:'" in The National Museum' in which he covers only armours for 
men. 
R. Balasubramniam in his monograph on 'The Saga of Indian Cannons' 
"concetrates on variety of cannons under Mughals, composition of gun powder and 
gun foundries, metallurgy. R.S. Khangarot and P.S. Nathawat in their work 'Jaigarh : 
The Invincible Fort Of Amber' provides interesting inputs on surviving marvels of 
weapons etc. 
R.K. Saxena's book 'The Army of Rajputs'^' gives the general information 
about organization of army, working of army, forts, arms and armours, sieges etc of 
the various Rajput territories .However the book lacks in mature analysis and 
providing proper perspective to his study. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Irvine, William, The Army of the Indian Moghuls: its organization and administration, Eurasia 
Publishing House, Delhi, 1962. 
Sarkar, Jagdish Narayan, The Art of war in Medieval India, Munshi Ram Manohar Lai, New Delhi, 
1984. 
Pant, G.N., The Arms and Armours of India (in three volumes), Army Educational Store, New 
Delhi, 1978, 1980, 1983. 
Pant, G.N., Studies in Indian Weapon and Warfare, Army Educational Store, Delhi, 1970. 
Pant, G.N., Armours of Horse and Elephant, Agam Kala Prakashan, New Delhi, 
Pant , G.N., A Catalogue of Arms and Armours in National Museum, National Museum, New 
Delhi, First Edition, 2001. 
Balasubramaniam, R., Saga of Indian Canons, Aryan Book International, Delhi, 2008. 
Nathawat, R.S., & Khangarot, P.S., Jaigarh the Invencible fort of Amber, Jaipur, 1990. 
Saxena, R.K., Army of Rajput:A study of 18''' century Rajputana, SarojPrakashan, Udaipur, 1989. 
The above classics, fall short of consolidated research about the arms and army corps 
of Jaipur. Therefore apart from these works, mentionworthy are a couple of articles 
namely , Sumbul Halim Khan's 'The Army of The Rulers of Amber - Sources of 
Recruitment And Mode of Remuneration (1676-1715)''" which gives us the 
information about clan composition and clan preference in recruitment, payment of 
troopers, and expenditure on various breeds of horse. Her other article 'Mughal 
Karkhanahs at Amber: A Study Of Animal Stables and Manufactories' Of Arms and 
Palanquin in Eighteen Century' '^  talks about the wages of craftsmen, material used 
for making arms and armours, detailed information about Karkhanahs at Amber. 
Inayat Ali Zaidi's 'The Rozinadar Troopers Under Sawai Jai Singh Of Jaipur (A.D. 
1700-1745)'^ gives us information about the organization oi rozinadar troopers, clan 
composition, breed of horses etc. R.A. Alvi's 'New Light on Mughal Cavalry' 
contains information about the cavalry troopers in Shahjahan's reign based on Andhra 
Pradesh Archives.'^ 
In view of the works already undertaken, the present study is an attempt to 
overcome this lacuna in the military history of eighteenth century. The present study 
investigates in detail about the arms (long range and short range weapons) of Jaipur 
State, armour as well as the army corps viz. cavalry, elephant corps, camel corps and 
infantry and their role in the battlefield field. The sources that have been tapped are 
of varied nature in the sense that these involve running matter of petition in Persian as 
Rajasthani languages as well as purely statistical data contained in Arhsatta and Jama 
kharach records. These archival materials are preserved at Rajasthan State Archives 
and Kapad dwara document preserved in Jaipur. The sources include Arhsatta and 
Siyah Tasiha are also preserved at Rajasthan State Archives. 
Arhsatta are the revenue records. They are the abstracts of income and 
expenditure of eachpargana with the details of each village. Aurangzeb in his farman 
to Rasikdas mentions arhsatta Hindavi (arhsatta in hindi) among the various records 
Khan, Sumbul Halim, The Army of the Rulers of Amber- Source of Recruitment and Mode of 
Remuneration (1676-1750), Proceeding of Indian History Congress, Dharwar, 
Khan, Sumbul Halim, Mughal Karkhanahs at Amber: A study of Animal Stables and 
Manufactories of Arms and Palanquins in the Eighteenth Century, Islamic Culture, 2000. 
Zaidi, Inayat AH, Rozindar Troopers under Sawai Jai Singh of Jaipur (A.D.1700-1743), Indian 
Historical Review, Vol 10, Number, 1-2, 1983-84. 
Alvi, R. A., "New Liight on Mughal Cavalry," Medieval India: A Miscellany, Vol.11, New Delhi, 
1972. 
which were to be maintained in the revenue department. S P Gupta identified the term 
1 Q 
Arhsatta. He says that it is probably a Hindi word arhsatta which mean sixty-eight. 
He supposed that it was the compilation of daily entries from as many as sixty-eight 
documents. But actually they could not reach to sixty-eight number. Arhsatta 
Topkhanah Provides information about the various raw material, Army corps, their 
domicile and wages etc., related to Topkhana. 
Siyah Tasiha furnishes information about barqandaz, banduqchi, breed of 
horses, payment of sawars etc. Dagh-o-Chehra informs us about branding and 
verification of horses. It informs us not only about the breed of the horses. But also 
about sawar's (riders) including facial feature of sawars along with their name, 
father's name, grand father's name, and domicile and the caste and clan to which they 
belong. This document also gives the information about the payment of sawars etc. 
Tauji Jama Kharch Topkhana is an important document preserved at 
Rajasthan State Archives at Bikaner. It gives statistical information about the daily 
expenditure incurred on the raw material, wages, repairing of the arms. The 
information is very intricate in details. 
Yaddasht or Yaddasti document contains the information of land (patta) 
granted to the landlords (jagirdars). This document have the information of the total 
amount of grant and the number of horses which were to be maintained by the 
jagirdar at the time of the grant of jagir to the jagirdar or at the time of the 
restoration oiiho. jagir of deceased to his son by the ruler. 
Awarija Mutaliba contains the information about the arrears against the sub-
assignees toward the ruler along with the number of contingents to be maintained and 
their salaries. A This document is a diary.'^ 
Kapad Dwara is an important document which gives us the information about 
the Amber chief, his political and military achievements and map and plans of Jaipur 
State. It is in both Rajasthani and Persian language. 
'^  Gupta, S.P., The Agrarian System of Eastern Rajasthan (c.l650- c.1750) Manohar, Delhi, 1986. 
'" Ibid. 
Arzdasht are the letters of vakil of Amber Chief appointed at Mughal court to 
the Amber chief. These are commonly known as Vakil Report. They were written in 
both Rajasthani and Persian languages. These letters have information about the day 
to day development in the political, economical, social and administrative condition 
of Mughal court. 
Table -1.2 
The table showing the various achievements and activities of the Amber chief as 
depicted in Arzdasht 
S.N. 
446 
456 
458 
466 
490 
Old 
No. 
996 
1088 
1092 
1141 
1241 
Year 
Dec. 12, 
1702 
July 10, 
1705 
July 15, 
1705 
Sept. 13, 
1705 
1705-06 
Name of 
Writer 
Sheikh 
Habibullah 
Noor Khan 
Noor Khan 
Badindahar 
Name of 
Addresses 
Sawai Jai 
Singh 
Sawai Jai 
Singh 
Sawai Jai 
Singh 
Sawai Jai 
Singh 
Sawai Jai 
Singh 
Subject 
Informing the Maharaja that after withdrawal of his 
army from pargana Nawadir. Nima Sindha has been 
creating trouble. Hopes that he (Nima Sindhia) can 
be chastised by his( Maharaja) army. 
Requesting him to depute some men in Pargana 
Ushta to suppress the recalcitrant element and to 
realize taxes. 
Requesting him to send two hundred sawarto control 
and suppress Hurmat Khan the expelled Amil of 
Amber and other rebels of the area. 
Requesting him to issue Parwana to Abdul Raza Amil 
and Zamindars directing them to help him (Noor 
Khan) in suppressing the recalcitrant and getting the 
release of men and cattle confined at Ruban and 
Muzaffarpur. 
Congratulating him on the victory of Mewat. 
Table -1.3 
The table showing the various achievements and activities of the Amber Chief as 
depicted in Vakil report 
S.N. 
666 
671 
694 
Old 
No. 
1073 
10 88 
1113 
Year 
June 14, 
1703 
Dec.3, 
1703 
July 19, 
Name of 
Writer 
Kesho 
Rai 
Do 
Do 
Name of 
Addresses 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Subject 
Informing the Maharaja that the 3/5 of the cavalry and 
elephants are being kept at Ahmednagar and rest is 
with the Emperor. Request to direct Har Saran to sent 
the money for the maintenance of the force. 
Requesting the Maharaja to send a hundi (demand 
draft) for meeting the expense of the beasts of burden 
and also Rs. 10,000 which are required for obtaining a 
sanad for increase of 200 sawars in one mansab of 
Bijay Singh 
Informing the Maharaja that he had been appointed in 
the army of prince Bahadur Shah but it could not be 
700 
702 
720 
777 
787 
945 
956 
959 
971 
1112 
1119 
1139 
1205 
1218 
1400 
1417 
322 
1448 
1704 
July 26, 
1704 
August 
10,1704 
Sept. 3, 
1704 
Jan. 6, 
1706 
Feb. 5, 
1706 
March 8, 
1707 
August 
17,1708 
March 
16,1709 
May 21, 
1711 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Kesho 
Rai 
Parikshit 
Rai 
Do 
Do 
Basant 
Rai 
Parii^ shit 
Rai 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
ascertained whether he is posted in Al<barabad or 
Shahjanabad. 
Requesting the Maharaja to send the amount to meet 
the expense of the last two months, Also desires to 
send the muster roll of Bijay Singh's army and branding 
list of Sultan Singh. 
Requesting the Maharaja to direct the Mutsaddis to 
send the receipt of the amount which they have paid to 
the Subahdars regarding the expenses of Pheelkhana 
(Elephant stables) etc. or he has been forced to 
execute a bond to produce the receipts within ten days. 
Requesting the Maharaja to arrange the payment of the 
maintenance of various beasts of burden. 
Informing the Maharaja that the attested document 
regarding the branding of horses has already been sent 
while the parwana about the pay would be sent soon. 
Adds that he would also send a copy of the 
memorandum regarding the exemption of branding of 
horses, request to send money soon. 
Informing the Maharaja that arzdasht regarding the 
exemption from branding of horses has not been 
received back from the Emperor. 
Informing the Maharaja that his arzdasht has been 
submitted to the Emperor. Adds that orders have been 
issued that he must maintain a cavalry of 10000 in the 
service of Bedar Bakht. Also informs that both Bijay 
Singh and Budh Singh have been relieved from the 
service of prince Mohd. Mauzam. 
Informing the Maharaja that Churaman Jat has been 
plundering pargana Kaman which is a jagir of Anoop 
Singh. Adds that Jait Singh has sent 1000 cavalry men 
to chastise him. 
Informing the Maharaja that the emperor has gone 
Aurangabad on the 13th instant. Requesting to maintain 
the army at one place and work in a restoration of 
Amber with Asafuddaula who dispatch to him soon. 
Requesting the Maharaja to arrange payment of 
expenses incurred on the maintenance of animals etc. 
at in early date. 
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Table - 1.4 
The table showing the various achievements and activities of the Amber Chief as 
depicted in Kapad Dwara 
Name 
Sawai Jal 
Singh 
Sawai Jai 
Singh 
Sawai Jai 
Singh 
Sawai Jai 
Singh 
Sawai Jai 
Singh 
Sawai Jai 
Singh 
Sawai Jai 
Singh 
Sawai Jai 
Singh 
Year 
Undated 
Undated 
A.D, 1723 
Undated 
January 25, 
1716 
March 13, 
1716 
April 16,1717 
July 4,1717 
Category of 
document 
Kharita; 
Persian 
(Shikastah) 
Kharita: 
Persian 
(Shikastah) 
Farman; 
Persian 
(Shikastah) 
Farman; 
Persian 
(Shikastah) 
Farman; 
Persian 
(Shikastah) 
Farman; 
Persian 
(Nastatiq) 
Farman; 
Persian 
(Shikastah) 
Farman; 
Persian 
(Shikastah) 
Information 
Taharir informing victory over Thun is acknowledged. Escaping of 
the rebels indicated carelessness. Forces should be sent to 
persue them. Saaduddin Khan is appointed to collect escheat 
property. The rebels have ample property, jewelry and cash. All 
efforts should be made to take over this property. 
The Maharaja is requested to reach within two days as the rebels 
had arrived up to Sikari. In case of delay they might attack on the 
Emperor. 
The traitor (Churaman?) has disappeared by the fear of the 
victorious Imperial forces. The Maharaja should be vigilant and try 
to arrest him alive. Care should be taken that he may not escape 
from the hands of the brave Rajputs, and save his life as a mouse 
by entering into a hole. 
It has been reported that many fortresses of Thun have been 
evacuated by the Jats and the same have come in the 
possession of the Imperial forces but the women and children of 
the Jats have taken shelter in the forests. The Maharaja is 
advised not to demolish the fortresses until Churaman is 
disposed from the fort. 
The Emperor feels very much pleased and satisfied to learn 
about the bravery of the Maharaja and his associates who made 
their efforts to enter the fort of Thun and purged out the rebels 
from there. The Maharaja is informed that the faithful Juml-tul-
mulk Madar-ul-Muham and his followers obtained orders to 
punish the infidels. He has secured the subedari of Ahmedabad 
for himself and his eldest son has been graciously assigned the 
task of looking after the affairs of Malwa. In the end, the Maharaja 
is asked to get the thana released from the infidels. 
The Emperor was pleased to award a khilat fakra (embroidered), 
jeweled sarpech and a khasa horse to Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh 
for suppressing the revolts in suba Malwa. 
It is appreciated that the Maharaja took active and sincere 
interest in good missions. This time the Deccanis had collected a 
large army in suba Malwa and they had been devastating village 
after village in the suba. An Imperial employee had been deputed 
with a big army to help the Maharaja in controlling over the 
situation. The Maharaja is further advised to send his arzdasht 
through Jagram for the perusal of the Emperor. 
The Emperor acknowledges that the keys of the fort of Thun 
conquered by the Maharaja had been received. Thanks that the 
posts of rebels had been captured within such a short period. It is 
remarked that in spite of the keen vigilance of the Maharaja. The 
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Sawai Jai 
Singh 
Sawai Jai 
Singh 
Sawai 
Madho 
Singh 
November 10, 
1723 
October 13, 
1724 
December 19, 
1754 
Famnan; 
Hindi 
(Nagari) 
Farman; 
Persian 
(Nastaliq) 
infidel rebels could escape and did not surrender. Saaduddin 
khan had been deputed to collect the wealth and arms captured 
from the village. The Maharaja is further asked through Jagram 
that all assistance be rendered in recovering the hidden treasures 
of the captured forts. 
The Emperor acknowledges receipt of two arzdashts (petitions) 
informing the conquest of two forts. It is pleasing news that the 
fort of Thun would also be conquered soon. The Maharaja is 
granted a robe of honour of yellow colour. 
It is ordered on the application of the vakil to Maharaja Sawai Jai 
Singh that the amount of revenue realized by the gumashtas of 
Burhan-ul-mulk from suba Islamabad (Mathura) be remitted to 
him for the period he remained in service and the rest may be 
returned to the gumashtas of Raj Rajendra (Sawai Jai Singh) who 
was appointed there vice Burhan-ul-mulk Saadat Khan Bahadur 
Jang. 
In view of the good services rendered by the Maharaja the fort of 
Ranthambhor in suba Ajmer has been granted to him with 
topkhana and lavajma in inam. 
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%%' 
Arms of Jaipur 
^ ^ 
The arms of eighteenth century Jaipur formed a relevant study because they 
are extant in good preservation state in Albert Hall Museum. Equal good fortune is 
that a whole mass of literary evidence is available in the form of Arhsatta and 
Jamakharch document. Such study would overcome the problem that none other 
Mughal Nobles has such kind of information. Besides the comprehensive nature of 
artillery and cannons would add to a sketchy information contained in the Ain. This 
chapter undertakes to investigate the weaponry which relates to Silehkhana which can 
broadly classified into long and short range weapons. The other concern would be to 
focus the matchlock, and cannons related to topkhana, and take into account the raw 
material and information. 
G.N. Pant had done some quality work on Indian arms and armours, his work 
however neglects the consolidated study about the Jaipur weaponry. It also omits any 
reference about the long range weapons of Jaipur state. So to make a comprehensive 
study of these arms and armours I have visited The City Palace Museum, Jaigarh Fort, 
Nahargarh Fort, Amber Fort Jaipur and National Museum, New Delhi which have 
massive collection of arms and armours related to Jaipur. These weapons belong to 
17'%nd 18"'century A.D. 
Fortunately Rajasthan State Archives provides literary information pertaining 
to manufacturing and repairing of Jaipur arms and armours. This rich mass of 
information can be substantiated by specimens available at City Palace Museum, 
Jaigarh Fort, Nahargarh Fort, Amber Fort Jaipur and National Museum, New Delhi. 
In the present chapter I focus on arms of Jaipur. 
The Arm Gallery in Maharaja Sawai Madho Singh II Museum prestigiously 
displays a Katar two sided blade, sheathed and hitched. Dagger with ivory handles 
having animals motifs. Some daggers were bejeweled. The ornamental daggers were 
paired with ceremonial costumes. The museum abounds in swords, spears dagger, 
knives and other beautiful but deadly weaponry. A perusal of such information at 
hand facilitates us to broadly classify Jaipur weapons into:-
1) Short Range Weapons :-
Short Range Weapons can be classified as:-
(a) Sword (b) Dagger (c) Knife (d) Jamdhar (e) Spear (f) Mace (g) Battle Axe etc. 
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2. Long Range Weapons:-
Long Range Weapons can be classified as:-
(a) Bow and Arrows (b) Fire Arms: matchlock, rocket, pistol and artillery. 
Short Range Weapons:-
Short range weapons are those weapons which were used to attack the enemy 
at very short distance. Some commonly used short range weapons are discussed 
below. 
a) Sword- The swords were variously named in our records as Tegh, Talwar, 
Dhup, Katta and Gupti. There seems a large variety of different sizes and 
shapes of swords. Besides they were double edged and single edged swords. 
The sword comprises sword and hilt, and were profusely decorated. The blade 
of metal damascened steel was very popular. The hilts were of metal, wood 
and ivory. Some sword have scabbards, these were generally made of metals 
however they were covered ornamentally by Lac or Velvet.' 
Blade 
Photo-1 Showing Sword, 
National Museum New Delhi, 
Source- Physical survey by Almas Zaidi 
Based on physical survey. 
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b) Dagger:- Dagger was used to overcome the problem attached to weilding of 
sword. The varieties of dagger extant include those which have wide shoulders 
and the others which were narrow edged. The shaft of the dagger was much 
small as compared to sword and they were sometime double edged. The hilts 
in this case were also decorated with animal motifs. 
• Blades with 
j n i d rib 
** Hilts of ivory 
Photo-2 Showing Dagger (Khanjar), National Museum, New Delhi 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi. 
c) Knife:- Knife was also popularly used in the battle field. The Jaipur example 
of knife has a blade with steel make ,which was then damascened in gold. It 
has ivory hilt and single edged blade.^ 
Photo-3 showing Knife, 1650 A.D. Jaipur. 
Adapted from "'Indian Arms and Armour." 
Based on Physical survey. 
Ibid. 
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d) Jamdhar :- Jamdhar was also a significant weapon constituting blade and hilt. 
However the shape of the blade is fitted in the hiU like a nib of pen and the hilt 
covered the larger portion compared to the blade. The blade was straight and 
pointed. City Palace Museum Jaipur has a collection of Jamdhar, which lets us 
to know that the blade was of watered steel, and had animal motifs where as 
the handles were embellished by damascening technique. 
Blades engraved in 
Animal motifs 
Photo-4 Showing Jamdhar 
Adapted from ''''Indian Arms and Armour* 
Hilt damascened 
in gold 
e) Spear:- The spear consists of pointed head, shaft and handle. The head and the 
handle were generally made up of metal like iron and brass and the shaft was 
usually made up of wood. This weapon was wielded by infantrymen. All the 
three parts were beautifully shaped and decorated.' 
Ibid. 
Based on Physical survey. 
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Photo-5 Showing Spear, 
City Palace Museum, Jaipur. 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi. 
Photo-6 showing Spear, 
National Museum, New Delhi. 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi. 
Pointed head 
Shaft 
Handle 
•IMMii^illi 
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{) Mace (barchha):- A mace is a simple weapon in the shape of chib or virge. It 
had heavy head to deliver powerful blows. It consists of strong heavy, wooden 
or metal shaft which was further reinforced by a head of iron, brass or steel. 
The maces of infantry were shorter and than that of cavalry were longer. 
g) Battle Axe (sak):- Battle axe was a specialized version of utility axe.^ 
h) Knife cum Pistol:- This is a unique masterpiece preserved in City Palace 
Museum belong to 19"^  C. It served the dual purpose of targeting as long rang 
weapon (pistol) as well as short range (knife) which ever was the needed 
strategy.^ 
Knife 
Pistol 
Photo-7 Showing Knife cum Pistol 
City Palace Museum Jaipur 
Adapted from '^Indian Arms and Armour. 
Abul, Fazl, Ain-i-Akbari, Naval Kishore, Vol. I, Lucknow, 1883 p. 117 
Ibid. 
Indian Arms and Armours. Voll, op. cit. 
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2) Long Range weapons :-
This category of weapons employed for targeting far off enemy. Common 
variety of long range weapons include arrows, matclocks, rockets and bows etc. 
a) Arrows (teer):- Arrows come in the category of long range weapon , when 
applied tactfUlly they could target far off enemy. The Jaipur specimen has tip of 
metal and shaft of wood. The significant elements of an arrow comprised of 1) 
po'mt/bhal/ parkan, 2) shaft/sari/kilk and feather/par. To facilitate grip, and avoid 
injury, finger rings were used. They were extremely popular in Jaipur army which can 
be gauged by the fact that 805 units were demanded by the imperial court see table no 
Pointed 
head 
Shaft 
Photo-8 Showing Arrows in City Palace Museum Jaipur. 
Physical survey Almas Zaidi. 
Based on Physical Survey. 
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b) Bow {kaman):- It was essential element for throwing arrow at the enemy. 
Bows were made up of 1) stave and 2) string. Stave was curved metal, the 
string was made up of hide as is discemable form Jaipur specimen preserved 
in National Museum, Delhi. (Length is 85 cm.)'^ 
Photo-9 Showing Bow and arrows, National Museum, New Dehli. 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi. 
c) Fire Arms: Match-lock, Rocket and Pistol:-
Rocket {mehtab ):-
Till date Ban (cannons) had been studied by scholars as deadly long range 
weapons." Our study brings forth the information about the Mehtab^^ .The literal 
meaning of Mehtab according to Steingass'^ is a kind of fire work. According to Irvin, 
he presumes Mahtab as Rocket or missile.'"* The total Than of Mahtab purchased in 
Based on Physical survey. 
Mughal Karkhanahs at Amber: A study of Animal Stables and Manufactories of Arms and 
Palanquins in the Eighteenth Century.op. cit. 
Arhsatta Topkhana, bundle number henceforth B.N. 1. Rajasthan Sate Archive, 1717 A.D. 
Steingass F., Persian English Dictionary, Routlege and Kegan Paul Limited, London, 1963, First 
Edition, 1892, p. 1352. 
The Army of Indian Mughals, op. cit., p. 151. 
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1717A.D was 1404 Than (see table-l).The price of per Than was from Rsl404 to 
Rs47658.'^ 
It is surprising to find such evidence contained in our documents regarding 
Mehtab (rocket). The rocket is set up in tiUed position and fired. It lands on the target 
and damages it. 
Camel swivel (Jazail) was a fire arm which literary means shuturnal. 
Matchlock and Pistol also other important constitute of fire arms. Fortunately we have 
the information in our document about the explosive, which were used for firing from 
these weapons'^. The quantity of the ingredient used for making the explosive. The 
quantity of ingredients, which were used for manufacturing explosive in 1726 A.D., 
were 29.12 Man of saltpeter (shora) and 9 Man of sulphur (gandhak). The 
gunpowder (dam) was purchased 4356.15 Man at expenditure range from Rs 
196014.39 to Rs 376670.40 in 1736 A.D.'^ The gunpowder bags (thaila gazi) were 
used for carrying gunpowder. 
Abul Fazl mentions "There are in particular favour with His Majesty, who 
stand unrivalled in their manufacture, and as a marksman. Matchlocks are no made so 
strong that they do not burst, let off when filled to the top. Formerly they could not fill 
them to more than a quarter. Besides, they made them with the hammer and anvil by 
hammering pieces of iron and joining the flattened edges of both sides. Some left 
them, foresight, on one edge open; but numerous accidents were the result, especially 
in the former kind. His Majesty has invented an excellent method of construction. 
They flattened iron, and twist it round obliquely in from of a roll, so that the folds get 
longer at every twist; they then join the folds, not edge to edge, but so as to allow 
them to lie one over the other, and heat them gradually in the fire. They also take 
cylindrical pieces of iron and pierce them when hot with an iron pin. Three or four 
16 
17 
Arhsatta Topkhana document. 
The Army of Indian Mughals, op.cit, p. 4. 
Mughal Karkhanas at Amber: A study of Animal Stables and Manufactories of Arms and 
Palanquins in the Eighteenth Century, op. cit. 
Tauji Jama Kharch .Topkhana, Jaipur, V.S. 1783, (microfilm Department of history A.M.U. 
Aligarh). 
Arhsatta TopKhans , B.N. 1, op. cit., 1717A.D. see also, Zaidi Almas, Arhsatta Topkhana -
Document Of Rajasthan State Archives, Presented at All India Conference, Rashtriya Sanskrit 
Vidyapeeth , Tirupati, Andhra Pradesh, June, 2010, p. 4. 
Ibid., p. 5. 
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such pieces make one gun; or, in case of smaller ones, two The gunstocks 
are differently made. From the practical knowledge of His Majesty, guns are now 
made in such a manner that they can be fired off, without a match, by slight 
movement of the cock. Bullets are also made as to cut like a sword." 
The above paragraph facilitates us with knowledge of manufacturing 
matchlock and guns during the reign of Akbar which was adopted by Jaipur artisans. 
There were various terms related to fire arms in our document such as Nali is the 
barrel of the banduq. Takht nali ka is wooden plank used for keeping the nali. Nali 
Sarotar is a kind of barrel. Badi nali is a big barrel. Dhamaka is name of cannon. Fal 
Banduq is blade attached to the banduq. Sacha banduq ka is frame of banduq. 
The Gun Foundry:-
The Jaigarh Fort Gun Foundry is the one of best preserved and surviving Gun 
Foundry in the world. It is situated in North-Eastem extreme of Jaigarh Fort. The 
Mughal did not want to share the knowledge of gunpowder, and of manufacturing the 
cannons, to any noble. The nobles of Amber, Bhagwandas and Man Singh were on 
high position in the Mughal army. They were also kept away from formula of gun 
powder and cannon manufacturing. When Man Singh was sent to Kabul as the 
governor of Kabul for six year, he gained knowledge of manufacturing cannon and 
gunpowder. He brought this knowledge to Amber in late 16"^  century. Man Singh 
buih Gun Foundry at Jaigarh Fort in 1584. The process of manufacturing of cannons 
continued till late 19* century. The main functions of this Gun Foundry were: 1). To 
melt the metal. 2). To make clay moulds and cast solid barrels 3). To make hole with 
the use of the lathe machine. 4). To prepare the barrel for war field by adding side 
part to barrel and to make it stand on wheel. 5). To make cannon ball. 
The Gun Foundry in Jaigarh is spread over an area of 162 ft. by 57 ft. It is 
divided into two complexes: 1). Furnace Complex and 2). The Drilling Complex. 
Ain-i-Akbari, op. cit, p. 119 
Taujijamakharch topkhana Jaipur microfilm at Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh 1783 V.S. 
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The Furnace Complex:-
The Furnace of Jaigarh Gun Foundry is a reverbatory open-hearth type 
furnace. The dimensions of the furnace are 24*12*10. There are three chimneys at 
the roof charging windows, which were used for inserting the metal into the hearth 
furnace. These two windows were operated by the hand pump system, fixed at the 
roof of the furnace. The shape of the bath of the furnace is oval, which is connected to 
the chimneys. The bath has a small window of 2ft.*2ft. which opens in the main pit 
outside the furnace so that molten metal could be poured into the mould.^ '* 
There is a long tunnel of 72 feet which was used for the passing the air into the 
fire chamber attached to the furnace. Firewood was placed at the gate of this chamber 
there is a window connecting the bath chamber and fire chamber, which allows the 
hot flames to enter the bath, when the firewood was burnt. When the metal was 
molten it was allowed to flow into the mould in the adjoining pit. The instruments 
used in the melting operation of the metal were called karchoo, kolai, panja, dantali, 
nagfani and sarea etc. 
The Saga of Indian Cannons, op. cit., p. 105. 
-" Ibid, p. 105. 
" Ibid, p, 106. 
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charging and 
discharging window Stairs case 
Photo-10 Showing Furnace of Jaigarh Gun Foundry Jaipur. 
Adapted from '•''Saga of Indian Cannons.^'* 
Hand pump device for open and 
Chimneys Closeforclnarging windows Long Tunnel 
Photo-11 Showing three chimneys and hand pump for opening windows a long 
tunnel for air cross in the fire chamber of furnace. Adapted from 
^''Saga of Indian Cannons."" 
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Drilling Complex :-
The Drilling Complex is a mechanical device of Gun Foundry. It was used for 
drilling the bore into the solid casted barrels. The drilling complex is an octagonal 
room having the height of 31 feet, which consisted four wooden cross bar rotated by 
fourpair of oxen. 
There is gear system, lying below the room which consists of two vertical 
wheels and one horizontal wheel. When cross bars were rotated by four pair of oxen, 
the grand horizontal wheel rotate, the size of this wheel is same as the octagonal 
room. The grand horizontal wheel rotates the other two inside vertical wheel, which 
are connected through wooden shaft. The fourth wheel, which is visible opens into the 
drilling complex. It posses the socket in which the cutters of different size were fixed, 
so that they can drill the holes into the barrels. 
The cannon Moulds 
There are two methods of making moulds as described by scholars.One of the 
method is described by R. Balasubramanian in his book "77?e Saga of Indian 
Cannons'" According to this method, mould was made as a complete whole. For the 
preparation of this kind of moulds, the tapering circular wooden beam of the same 
size was taken. An extension was made to the muzzle so that the molten metal could 
easily pour into the mould. Then after greasing the wooden beam the rope was round 
over it, for making the margin of one inch to form the barrel. Then the actual shape 
was made by coating layer of clay one after other. When the one layer of coat was 
dried then the other layer was applied. After the model took actual shape of the 
cannon the truninons shaped wooden block and the decorative pattern were attached 
to it, then the cover of molten wax was applied to it. The model was made larger in 
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dimensions, in order to allow the contraction for cooling . 
On this model, the mould was prepared, by applying the semi liquid mixture 
of clay, and sand. This mixture was made careftiUy, so that it could flow on the 
pattern minutely. The layers of mixture were applied one after other, in a manner, 
when one layer dried the other was applied. After reaching to the thickness required 
^^ Placard in Gun Foundary. See also, Saga of Indian Cannons, op. cit., p. 105. 
The Saga of Indian Cannons,op cit., p. 97. 
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the mould was ribbed. When the mould was completely dry. Then the trunnions and 
the wooden beam were removed, after that the rope was unwinded. Then the mould 
was kept on fire to melt the wax, which make easy to remove the clay parts without 
damaging the mould. The trunnions holes were covered by tiles. The moulds were 
first made both sides open for removing the patterns and there was separate mould 
made for cascable. Then they were joined together. This makes the mould complete. 
The mould was used for only once. The decorative patterns were made on wax and 
were fixed into the mould, when the mould was heated the wax melts, the design 
remained this design was then filled by the molten metal.^^ 
The other combined work of R.S. Khangarot and P.S. Nathawat describes that 
the moulds were prepared in split- pattern. The two half were joined together to make 
a complete mould. These moulds were made up of sand. This sand consisted of 
quartz, clay substance, feldspar, mica etc. The paste of the water and sand was made 
to form the mud. The inner layer was made by wooden beam. The inner surface was 
made smooth to inlay the patterns and design inside the mould, so that the design 
could appear on the surface of the cannon after cooling. Then two half were joined 
together to make a complete mould. After that, the iron sleeves or bracing were 
wrapped so that mould could bear the pressure of molten metal, and an iron dish was 
used at the bottom for the support of the base. There is a complete mould of 12 feet in 
length in Jaigarh Fort.^ ^ 
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Ibid., p. 9?, 
Jaigarh, The Invincible Fort of Amber, op. cit., pp. 95- 96. 
Photo-12 Moulds of cannons 
Jaigarh fort Jaipur. 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi. 
Raw material :-
When we compare the description provided by Subramaniam and Khangarot 
and compare it with topkhana document. We also have information about wax, 
rope, and wood beam in the primary document, conforming with Subramaniam's 
account. 
Before discussing the various cannons of Jaipur, I would like to discuss the 
construction and working of a typical cannon. 
Parts of cannon:-
'Normally the cannons were tapering from the breech to the muzzle. The 
muzzle was the mouth of the cannon from where the cannons were charged. It had 
embossed rings on the surface for the purpose of decoration and to make the cannon 
strong. The trunnions were the projections at the centre which were used to keep the 
cannon on the carriage or on the platform. The breech was the rear of the cannon, it 
30 Tauji Jama Kharch document. 
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had projection in a shape of ball (knob button) which was used for elevating the 
cannon in all direction. The vent was a touch hole from where the gunpowder was 
poured and cannon was ignited by linstock. See fig. 
Photo-13 Showing Parts of cannon. 
Line drawing by Almas Zaidi. 
Tools used for cannons:-
There were some tools which were used in operating the cannons. The rammer 
was used to fill the charge into the bore of the barrel. Wadding was wood, cloth or 
soft stuff. Wormer was used for cleaning the unbumed scraps of powder cartridge 
from the barrel. Sponge was used cleaning the unbumed ember. Picker was bag used 
for pouring the gunpowder into the barrel. Linstock was used for igniting the 
carmon. 
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The operation of the cannon:-
At first the gunpowder was filled firmly back behind the wad. After that, 
cannon ball was firmly fixed against the wad. Then the gunner poured the gunpowder 
into the touch hole. To fire the canon the gunner keeps the slow match or red hot rod. 
Saga of Indian Cannons, op.cit, pp. 47-50 
32 Ibid, p. 58. 
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This slow match was brought to the touch hole, it ignites the charge and charge gets 
detonated and the cannonball comes out of the cannon. See fig 
Wadding 
Gunpowder ^ Cannon ball 
Gunner pouring gunpowder into touch hole 
^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o . . . . , e 
Cannon ball comes out from cannon 
O 
Photo-14 Operation of cannon: Line drawing by Almas Zaidi. 
The Saga of Indian Cannons, op. cit., p. 59. 
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Cannons are masterpieces of Jaigarh Topkhana. These are placed at Jaigarh 
fort, Nahargarh fort, Amber fort and City palace at Jaipur. Besides these masterpieces, 
we have also the literary information about this Topkhana in form of arhsatta 
topkhana and tauji jamakharch topkhana which supplied novel, intricate and 
comprehensive information, which can enrich the existing information sifted from 
Mughal documents. 
Cannons produced by the Jaigarh Gun Foundry can be divided into two 
categories, (according to weight): 
1. Light cannons 
2. Heavy carmons 
Light cannons:-
The light artillery pieces include the cannon weiled on animals such as 
ghurnali, hathnal, shuturnali, zambur and jazail. The other common were Raheru, 
dhamaka and Ramchangi. 
Heavy cannons:-
These cannons were very difficult to move. The excellent examples of these 
masterpieces, which are placed at Jaigarh Fort are as follows: 
Jaivana cannon:-
It was the largest cannon of the world during medieval times. The Russian 
have claimed that they have the largest cannon in the world. But the barrel of their 
cannon is smaller than that of Jaivana. Jaivana cannon was made in 1720 during the 
time of Sawai Jai Singh, in the Gun foundry in the Jaigarh Fort. The length of Jaivana 
from tip of the barrel to the tail of carriage is 31 feet 3 inches. The length of the barrel 
is 20 feet 2 inches and it weighs 50 tons. The circumference near the tip of the barrel 
is 7 feet 4 inches and that of the rear is 9 feet 4 inches. The barrel has beautifully 
For the detailed discussion on these cannons see, 'Mughal Karkhanahs at Amber: A Study Of 
Animal Stables and Manufactories' Of Arms and Palanquin in Eighteenth Century' op. cit. 
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decorated with floral designs. An elephant is carved on the tip of the barrel and a pair 
of peacock is carved at the centre. A pair of duck is also depicted on the cannon. The 
bore is 11 inches in diameters and 8.5 inches in the thickness at the tip. There are two 
rings which were used to lift the cannon. 
The barrel of Jaivana cannon rests on four wheeled carriage. The measurement 
of the front wheel is 9 feet in height and 4.5 feet in height of rear wheel. The thickness 
of the wheel is more than one feet. The barrel is kept on 24 feet long shaft of the 
carriage. This shaft is 8 inches thick and 2 feet 3 inches broad. The two hooks on 
either side of the cannon was used to rotate the cannon with the help of rope and 
elephants. The elevating screw is 8 feet long, and is used for raising and lowering the 
barrel of the cannon, about 100 kg of gunpowder was required for each fire and the 
weight of the cannon ball was 50 kg. It is a matter of debate that this cannon was fired 
or not, some people say that the carmon which was never fired had smooth bore but 
the bore of Jaivana cannon has marks inside which shows that it was fired for several 
times 35 
Photo-15 Showing Jaivana Cannon, 
Jaigarh Fort, Jaipur. 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi. 
^' Placard in Jaigarh Fort. 
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The Bajrangvana Carinon:-
This cannon had iron sleeves (coating) inside the barrel which made it 
tenacious. This cannon is also an example of garrison cannon. It rest on the two 
wheeled gun carriage. It was moved with the help of 16 pairs of oxen. The cannon can 
be termed as a mini Jaivana, 36 
Photo-16 Showing Bajrangvana Cannon 
Jaigarh Fort Jaipur. 
Physical Survey by Almas Zaidi. 
The Karak Bijii Cannon:-
It is possibly the earliest cannons in the Jaigarh fort. This was made during 
the time of Bhagwandas in 1588 A.D. This cannon was used by Man Singh in the 
battle of Bihar, Orissa, Bengal, Deccan etc.^'' 
*^ Placard in Jaigarh Fort see also, Jaigarh, The Invincible Fort of Amber op. cit., p. 80. 
" Ibid. 
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Photo-17 Showing Karak Bijili Cannon, 
Jaigarh Fort Jaipur. 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi. 
Nagin cannon :-
It is unique cannon having six barrel in a single bore. It was made Sawai 
Ishwari Singh. It was used at the battlefields of Raj Mahal in 1749, at Bagroo inl750, 
at Luniawas in 1751,at Didwana in 1755 etc^^. 
Photo-18 Showing Nagin Cannon Jaigarh Fort Jaipur. 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi. 
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The Badli Cannon:-
This cannon was manufactured in 1600 A.D. and was used by Man Singh and 
his descendants. Mirza Raja Jai Singh used this cannon to suppress the rebels of 
Balkh and Qandahar in 1652. It is also used in opposition of Shivaji in 1660 when the 
fort of Purandar was captured and Shivaji was sent to Delhi. 
The Machhban Cannon:-
Machhban was manufactured in 1606. This cannon was used by Sawai Ram 
Singh in the battle of Assam, Kangra, North West Frontier Province, Kabul etc. in 
1670, 1671, 1675 and 1690 respectively. It was used in the battle oiJawari ki Gari in 
1698 and Kanota in 1711.^ ° 
Dhoomban:-
This cannon was manufactured in 1622 at Jaigarh. This was used by Mirza 
Raja Jai Singh and his descendants. Mirza Raja Jai Singh employed it when he was 
assisting Dara Shukoh at Qandahar in 1642 in opposition to Shah Shafi the king of 
Iran. It was also employed by him against Maharaja Jagat Singh of Chittor in 1653. 
Sawai Jai Singh used it against Rao Budh Singh of Bundi in 1735. Maharaja Ishwari 
Singh employed it against Madho Singh in the Battle of RajMahal."*' 
Nahar Mukhi Carmon:-
This cannon was manufactured in 1675. The shape of the tip of the barrel is in 
the shape nahar (Lion) and hence the name. It was used by Sawai Jai Singh against 
Baji Rao Peshwa in 1736 on the frontiers of Rajputana."*^ 
There are also many stray carmons placed at Amber Fort, City Palace, and 
Nahargarh Fort see fig. 
^^  Ibid., p . SO. 
'° Ibid. 
•" Ibid.,'p.%\ 
''- Ibid. 
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Photo-19 Showing Stray Cannon at Nahargarh Fort, Jaipur 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi. 
Photo-20 Showing Stray cannon at Jaigarh Fort Jaipur. 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi. 
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Photo-21 Showing Stray cannon at Amber Fort, Jaipur. 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi. 
Photo-22 Showing Stray Cannon at city Place Jaipur. 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi. 
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Wielding of Cannons:-
The cannons were also placed on the fort for the protection of the fort. The 
cannon were place at the bastion, rampart wall, and in the crenels in the parapet. In 
the Forts of Jaipur city the cannons were kept on the carriages, tripod stool etc on the 
bastions. They were not attached to the surface of the bastions as in the other forts 
described by R. Balasubramanian in his book "7%e Saga of Indian Cannons". That the 
fogged shaped alignment raised from the surface of the bastion and in this projection 
the cannon was placed. The cannon which were placed on the bastion were the heavy 
cannons. 
The light cannons were placed on the ramparts and crenels in the parapets. The 
cannon where also stationed on the tower outside the city but in the Jaipur city we did 
not find any tower were cannon could be placed. 
Cannon and Sieges:-
The cannons were also the prominent feature of the sieges. They were placed 
all around the besieged fort on the carriages, and sometimes small walls were raised, 
which had parapets, crenels, and loop holes so that cannon could be placed on them in 
the raised platform for better positioning and protections See fig. 
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cannon 
Photo-23 Showing Use of Cannon in Seige operation. 
Source- " Akbar Nama." 
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The pioneering task of addressing the significance of armours was taken up by 
G.N. Pant. The magnitude and varied dimensions of Indian armours made him devote 
a couple of works on armours. Mentionworthy in this content are Indian Arms and 
Armours and Horse and Elephant Armours.' The illustrations of these armour in his 
book made comprehension of this theme. Armours of Jaipur however escaped 
attention of scholars till recently. When zinkhana records highlighted the rich make of 
Jaipur armours. These studies created groundwork for further probing. 
The intention of this chapter is to substantiate the surviving specimens 
displayed in the museum with the literary evidence contained in our records. 
In previous chapter we have discussed various types of arms used by the army 
of Jaipur. These armours of Jaipur are preserved at City Palace Museum, Jaipur, and 
at National Museum New Delhi. Beside these specimens, we also have literary 
information in the form of Arhsatta Topkhana, Tauji Jama Kharch Topkhana. Still, 
yet, the comprehensive study on the armours of Jaipur have not been done by 
scholars. In the present chapter an attempt had been made to make such kind of 
comprehensive study on the armours, raw material and decorative techniques as well 
as administration of the department responsible for manufacturing arms and armours. 
Earlier armours were made primarily of metal, which were very heavy both 
for troopers and animals. In Indian hot climate the metal used in armours absorbed 
heat which difficult for trooper and animal to work in battlefield. So in the 
seventeenth century the use of metal in manufacturing the armours was reduced and it 
was replaced by soft materials such as leather, cloth, wood etc., which were lighter 
and easy to wear. In order to defend and protect themselves and their war animals, 
army used variety of armours-both for troopers as well as for war animals such as 
horses, elephants and camels etc. These armours were of different types and prepared 
by different methods were used in making them. Some of the armours and techniques 
used in making them are given below. 
Indian Arms and Armours and Horse (in three volumes), op. cit., Horse and Elephant Armours, 
op. cit. 
Mughal Karkhanas at Amber: A study of Animal Stables and Manufactories of Arms and 
Palanquins in the Eighteen Century, op. cit. 
Horse and Elephant Armours, op. cit, p. 3. 
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Studies on Indian armours have highlighted that armours of cloth and leather 
were mainly made from three techniques: 1). Quilting, 2). Stuffing of cotton / wool / 
jute followed by fabric. 3). Bars of wood / bone were tied together. "* 
Pant in his comprehensive treatment of armours divides armours into 
Imbricate, Brigandine and mail armour. The Imbricate armours is the one in which the 
metallic scales were sewn upon a leather of cloth garment, so that the upper row 
overlapped the lower row which made attachment covered to protect from being 
injured. Every scale had holes in their upper edges for stitching to the garment of 
cloth or leather. There were two holes on each side to securing them in horizontal 
rows, which were cormected with wire or string thread or sinew^. Brigandine type of 
armours is the one in which the metal was inserted at the important points on the 
garment of leather/cloth.^ Mail armours type of armour was made of small rings made 
of iron. These rings were of three types: 1). Riveted:- in this method the ring was 
interlinked with other four rings. 2). Punched:- in this method the rings punched out 
of the sheet of iron with the cross bar at the center.^ 
In the above backdrop, let us examine the armours which were used by the 
troopers of Jaipur in 18"^  century .Classification of armour can be broadly made by 
individual wearing them thus 1) Men 2) Elephant 3) Horse 4) Camel 5) Trapping for 
Arms 
1) Armours of men:-
Armours of men included helmet, and body armours like, waistcoat, arm 
guard, moza-i- ahani all of which were meant protection of main parts of the body. 
These armour were made of iron or any other metal. 
Indian Arms and Armours. Vol. II, op. cit, p. 27. 
' /Z7W.,p. 30. 
'' Ibid.p. 34. 
^ Ibid 
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Helmet 
Bhuj Bandh (Arm 
Guard) 
Kawach (Waist Coat) 
Moza -i- Ahani (Socks of iron) 
Photo-24 Showing Silah Posh National Museum, New Delhi 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi. 
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(a) Helmet:-
The helmet was used for the protection of head; it was made of steel or iron. 
Some were made of leather, silk with quilted cotton. It was worn on the head to 
protect head from sword .Helmet (A) shows tiny helmet made of damascus steel, 
prepared for the young princes. It has a semi-circular skull surmounted with an 
applied flower. It has only one plume-holder (the other missing) and nasal guard with 
two terminals. The entire helmet, including nasal guard and its terminals, is enriched 
with floral and creeper design in gold damascening of tehnasheen style. The camail is 
missing. It belongs to late l?'*^  century and Rajput school. It had dimensions of 
15.5cm in height and 20.7 cm. in diameter. It is preserved in National Museum at 
New Delhi with the account number 62.231/1. Another Helmet (B) is a semi-circular 
fluted helmet made of steel surmounted with applied flower and a plume-holder. The 
two plume-holders in front have a movable nasal guard with terminals. The surface is 
damascened in gold in floral motifs. The camail of interlinked chain mails are 
attached to the edges for the protection of neck and the shoulders. It belongs to late 
17th century and Mughal School. It had length of 20.5 cm, width 20.7 and a height of 
46 cm. It is preserved in National Museum at New Delhi with the account number 
62.790/1. (This helmet belongs to 1625 A.D. made in Rajputana style with the 
Mughal influence. See fig 2.3 Baktar^ was a cuirass made of steel or sometimes of 
chain). 
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Nasal guard 
Photo-25 Showing Helmet (A) National Museum, New Delhi Adapted from 
A Catalogue of Arms and Armours in National Museum, 
skull 
camail 
Nasal guard 
Photo-26 Showing Helmet (B) National Museum, New Delhi Adapted from 
A Catalogue of Arms and Armours in National Museum, 
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(b) Body Armour:-
Char Ainah It was a cuirass of pieces, a breast plates, and a black plate with 
two smaller pieces for the side connected by leather straps. It was tied round the chest 
and back see figure Side-plate (A, B) oi Char Ainah rectangular side-plates of made 
up of Damascus steel having a semi circular cut on the upper side for placing under 
the arm. The margins are plentifully damascened in gold with floral and creeper 
design and the central space is embossed with floral and creeper design. Four buckles 
are attached for binding. Inside lining is of red silk stuffed with cotton. It belongs to 
late 17* century and had Mughal influence school. It had dimensions length 24.6 cm 
and width 18.6 cm. It is preserved at National Museum at New Delhi with the account 
number 76.809/lB. Char Ainah plate (C, D) are rectangular plates made of Damascus 
steel used to worn either on the chest or the back. The margins are damascened in 
gold with floral and creeper designs. The central field is embossed with flowers in 
'badrum' pattern. It has six.buckles, two on each side and two on the top for 
fastening. The inner lining is of red silk stuffed with cotton. It belongs to late 17"^  
century and had mughal influence school. It had dimensions length 30.6 cm and width 
23.6 cm. It is preserved at National Museum at New Delhi with the account number 
76.809/lD. 
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Front and back plates C, D Side Plates A, B 
Photo-27 Showing Char Ainah National Museum, New Delhi Adapted from 
A Catalogue of Arms and Armours in National Museum, 
Zirah It was coat of mail with sleeves composed of steel links. It reaches the 
knees. Generally char Ainah was worn over the Zirah. Jubhah It is a coat of mail 
made of quilted silk or cotton. Jihlan was a coat of mail made of iron. 
Waist-Coat Armour Kavacha- It is a waistcoat-armour made of steel, 
damascened and gilded with gold. It consists of two curved plates, moulded in the 
shape of a human torso one for the front and the other for back. Both are hinged 
together from the shoulders and the sides by iron pins. The top and the sides of the 
armour have three roundish cuts, for the neck and two arms, respectively. Both the 
plates are detachable. The back-plate has a projected neck-guard. Both the plates and 
the projected neck-guard are damascened and gilded in gold with floral-creeper and 
plain bands. The field is however plain. The sides are profusely decorated. The lining 
of silk decorated with rows of multi coloured flowered cones, and cotton is affixed 
inside. It is a fine example of workmanship of gold inlay. It belongs to early 1S"^  
century and had influence of Mughal school. It had dimensions height 46 cm. and 
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width 36.5 cm. It is preserved at National Museum at New Delhi with the account 
number 94.79. 
Photo-28 Showing Waist Coat (Front Side) National Museum New, Delhi. 
Adopted from A Catalogue of Arms and Armours in National Museum, 
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Photo-29 Showing Waist Coat (Back Side), National Museum New Delhi. 
Adopted fromy4 Catalogue of Arms and Armours in National Museum, 
A variety of tunics were worn by the troopers both for protection as well as for 
ceremonial purpose. Some of the important ones are mentioned below:-
Angarkhah is a tight flitted coat that offered protection from sword cut. It is 
long coat worn over the armour. Daghlah was a coat of quilted cloth, Jameswar 
reshami was a dress of honour made of fine silk robe, bom beneath the coat of mail. 
Mozah-i Ahani was iron stocking meant for the protecting legs. Patkah was iron piece 
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worn round the waist. Panja was of iron quilted cotton piece worn in the palm. 
Dastana Ahani was a gauntlet worn on one or both arms and reached from the elbow 
to the wrist. It was covered with gilt studs over the hand. It was made of steel or 
leather. 
Photo-30 Showing Arm Guard National Museum New Delhi 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi 
Arm Guard was used for protecting the arm. It was made of leather, brass and 
stuffed cloth. It had a length of 32.1 cm. It is preserved at National Museum, New 
Delhi, with account number 62.2848 B, belonging to late 17"^  century A.D. 
Shield, was used for the protection of hand and body from being cut during 
hand to hand fight. Shield (A) was a circular convex shield of rhinoceros hide, 
lacquered black on both the sides. The obverse is painted with four floral and creeper 
panels with gold and earthen colours. Four metallic knobs with perforated and 
serrated borders, damascened in gold with floral motifs were affixed around a central 
painted medallion. A square cushion of velvet, stuffed with cotton and two straps for 
holding the shield are attached on the reverse (Badly damaged in photo), (the pigment 
has flaked off at several places). It belongs to 1780. It is preserved at National 
Museum at New Delhi with the account number 58.25/22. 
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A B 
Photo-31 Showing Shield, National Museum New Delhi. Source Adopted 
from A Catalogue of Arms and Armours in National Museum 
The shields of Jaipur army are also preserved at City Palace Museum Jaipur 
These are made of metal see fig 
shields 
Photo-32 Showing Shield City Palace Museum Jaipur 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi. 
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Photo-33 Showing Shield City Palace Museum Jaipur 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi 
The animals which were given more importance in the context of the army in 
Jaipur were camels, horses and elephants. For them variety of armours were 
manufactured which are described below:-
2) Armour of Elephant:-
Dor^- was a thick rope passing from the tail to throat of an elephant. It helped 
the Mahawat to save himself from falling. Gaddi Tatt ki -was a cushion put on the 
back of an elephant below the dulthi rope. Pichwa -was a belt made of rope, fastened 
over the butt of an elephant. It served as support for the bohi and helped him in firing. 
Mauallo -was a ring of nickel fixed with the trunk of an elephant. Pichnod- was a 
cloth spread over the behind part of elephant coming down to legs. Tokara^^- was 
Ain-i-Akbari, op, cit., p. 135. 
Ibid 
Taujijama kharch topkan Jaipur microfilm no. 39, CAS, Deptt. of History, AMU, 1726 A.D. 
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ornament of legs; Qutas" were attached to the tusk, forehead, throat and neck of 
animal to present a formidable appearance. Pakhar^^- was a piece of armour made of 
steel. Parada -was covering pakhar. Jhool -was a long cloth put on the back of 
elephant covering both side of elephant Ankus^^ -or a small crook was used guiding an 
elephant and stopping it. Seeri -was special equipment for the protection of the head 
of an elephant. Gaj Ghad ''*was another kind ofankus. Sidhi was ladder for climbing 
on elephants. Pachranga -was a flag fixed to the side of an elephant. Rath or 
Hawadah- is palanquin of wood and covered with iron and brass plate. A strip was 
put all around. It was made high enough to protect its rider from the attack of the 
enemy. It was made in such a way occupant may attack the enemy and make use of 
weapon. Charkhi^^ It was use for separate the fighting elephant, because it was used 
with gun powder when the gun powder was fired. It makes noise so the elephant were 
separate from the fighting. 
Photo-34 Showing Armoured Elephant, National Museum New Delhi 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi 
I I 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Ain-i-Akbari, op. cit., p. 136. 
Ibid, also see TaujiJama Kharch , microfilm C.,A.S Deptt. of History, AMU, 1726 A.D. 
Ain i Akbari, op. cit., 45 p. 136. 
Ibid., p. 137. 
/fc/W.,p.l34. 
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3) Armour of horse:- Armours of horse is made up of variety constituents. 
Tang (girth) -was meant for tighten the saddle of a horse. Gardani- was used 
for the protection of neck made of leather or lights steel. Pakhar^^ was an equipment 
to protect legs, made of steel. Pedi jori Rikab was a stirrup. Dumchi was crupper. 
Jer Band- Martingale Mohra was a sort of net put on the mouth of horse. Zeen was 
saddle for riding. It was made of leather or cloth. Chabuk was a whip, Loh ghora ke 
was long chain to tie the behind legs. Lagam was a rein, Gughalmal was a belt on the 
neck on which small bell were tied. Agari_Pachari was ropes to tie front and behind 
legs. Chakma- a woolen padded cloth put on the saddle Charabi A strip near tail. 
Jhool was a cloth to cover to cover and decorate horse. Thai Kukari was an ornament 
for neck. Khora was a brush to clean hair while Khurji was scratching a horse. Bafta 
was a sort of cloth put on the body of horse. Paon upsar was a used for clean the legs 
while Mohra a string of iron placed in the mouth of horse to which rein were tied. 
Photo-35 Showing Armoured Horse, National Museum New Delhi 
Physical survey by Almas Zaidi 
Ibid., p. 136. 
Ibid, 
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4) Armour of camel: -
The important constituents of armour of camel include Palan was the saddle 
of camel, meant for carrying heavy loads. Tang was girth for tightening the Palan of a 
camel. Jhool was a square cloth put on the back of camel. Nool was an iron chain put 
on the front legs when they were left for grazing. Davana was an iron chain to tie the 
forelegs of camel. Toor- was a rope put in the nostrils of an obstinate camel. Nukhao 
was a piece of rope which on the one side was attached to the piece of wood in the 
nostrils of a camel and the other and being in the hand of the driver. Moni was a rope 
to control and drive a camel. Mohera- was bridle put on the mouth of a camel. Puch 
tarang (crupper) was a part of the rope oi chayama of a camel. Sadira- was a belt tied 
on the chest of the camel. Salito was a bag of jute for carrying load gardani neck 
strip. Galkhar was a strip tied on the fore head of the camel which was passed under it 
neck. Galtang was a rope round the neck of a camel which joined with one of the strip 
of palm to prevent it from moving astray. Sartang'^ -A head strap Singoro was a 
cushion put under the palana. Kanpad was an ornament put on ear. Kunchi was a 
saddle cloth, Chadar''^ was a broad cloth of variegated canvas or wax cloth Kapada ri 
gaddi was a cushion put on the back so as to provide little comfort to the rider. 
Raw material:-
We can also classify the raw material (mentioned in detail in our documents ) 
used for manufacturing these weapons in following manner into 1) metal 2) leather, 3) 
cloth and 4) miscellaneous. 
I) Metal:-
There were plenty of metals which were used for manufacturing of arms and 
armours, which are mentioned in our document, these metals are Iron (ahani) Copper 
(tanba). Zinc (jasta). Bronze (petal). The other metal was tin, brass, steel. The metal 
was used for manufacturing of blades, hilts, arrows, arrows pointed heads, bow staves 
and spear pointed heads etc. Fortunately our document gives us the rich information 
about these metals. Gold and silver were used for decoration. Seesa (lead) was 
purchased was 1308.79 Man in V.S. 1717. (see table 1)^' 
Ain i Akbari op. cit., p. 153. 
Taujijama kharch topkhana , Jaipur op. cit., 1783 V. S. 
^' Ibid. 
'^ Arhsatta Topkhana B.N. 11717 A.D. 
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Iron, copper and bronze were very popular in manufacturing the cannons. Iron 
was also used for manufacturing cannon ball. Iron was also used for making armours 
for man and animal and other equipments of army. The tools which were used for 
manufacturing arms and armours were also made of iron the names of some of these 
tools are kudal, fahuda, kulhadi, daliti, sadasi, chakar, chamti, hathodi, tala, nali 
sarotar. The other items (i.e. aavan, badhal, payak, kamsar, mahemoodi, tachi, pol, 
vana, sujan, safal, aakadi, ghur, dol, tana and chol ) which were made of iron are 
related to topkhana and are depicted in table with rate and quantity. If we look at the 
tables (1 2, 4, 5, 6,) we will find that there were no fixed rates of the items. Akadi 
Ahani (twist iron) was used for making handles of swords and daggers etc. Atish 
Khura Ahani was the iron which could easily absorb the heat, and melt quickly. Tachi 
Ahani was the variety of iron which was used for manufacturing the arms and 
armours. Dol Ahani was vessel or bucket covered in two sides with leather and made 
iron used for storing water look like dhol it was also used for carrying out the water 
fi^om the well. Chhol Ahani, Tana Ahani, Chimali Ahani, Safal Ahani, Ghan ahani, 
Sighara Ahani, Sujan Ahani, Chhini Ahani, Kansar Ahani, Chharhara Ahani and 
Barhal Ahani were vaiuos kind of iron used for making arms and armours. Tala Ahani 
was a lock made of iron. Dhur Ahani was a harness of bull cart which was connected 
by the leather belt, was made of iron. Mekh Ahani was iron nail, used for fixing the 
items. Vana Ahani was a bullock cart made of iron. Polak Ahani was hallow 
cylindrical rod of iron used for making arms and armours. Tar loh was the wire of 
iron used for tying the items and for manufacturing mail. The Tools Fahuda was 
spade, mattock, a kind of rake, or hoe having a curved neck. Kudal was a one sided 
pickaxe. Hathodi was a hammer used for beating the metal. Sedasi was used for 
holding the hot utensils and sharping the blades of sword and daggers. Dalati was 
sickle or a kind of scythe. Kado Ahani was heavy ring of iron used for joining the 
cannon to the carriages.^^ 
Lead (seesa) was used for making lead ball ( Seesa goli) "^^ which was used 
for firing from banduq. The iron ball and lead ball were purchased 57414 Man and 
\5\1 Man in 1736 A.D. respectively (see table 1).^ ^ 
TaujiJama Kharch Topkhana op. cit., 1726 A.D. 
-•' Ibid. 
56 
Brass is the alloy of copper and zinc. Bronze is an alloy of copper and tin, and 
steel is an alloy of carbon and iron. Steel was mostly used in making of blade of 
sword, dagger, knife and jamdhar. Petal ka kalas It was used in the worship of arm. 
Katori petal ki It was the handle of sword and dagger. 
'5 ^ * ' ^ -
Arhsatta TopKhana ,B.N., 1,1717A.D. see also, Zaidi Almas, Arhsatta Topkhana -Document Of 
' ' Ibid. 
Rajasthan State Archives, op. cit., p 5. 
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1) Leather and Hides: -
Leather and Hides were used for manufacturing quiver, shield, scabbard, bow 
string arm guard, palm guard, kawach, harness and trapping of animals like horse, 
elephant, camel oxen and buffalo etc^ .^ The leather was also used for manufacturing 
howdah, palanquins nagara and equipments related to army. The table shows various 
items (i.e. nadi, jeneo, tang, pakhal, tovari, gadhel, peti, satka, khruji, jant, kachkhal 
etc.) and their rate and their quantity which are related to leather. Table (7) shows that 
there were no fixed rates of these items. The hides of elephant, rhinoceros buffalo etc. 
were used. Satka aghori, in Rajasthani means Chabuk (whip). It was used for 
controlling the horse speed. It was made of leather {aghori). Nadi aghori, means 
string it was used for tying or stitching it was made of leather. Charmeena, in Persian 
language it means something made of leather. Tang aghori. Tang (girth) was meant to 
tighten the saddle of a horse. It was also made of leather. Jant (aghori), was a device 
used for making items of leather. Janeu was sacred thread made of leather was used 
for scared purpose. Chadas Aghori was used a bag used for keeping water. It was 
made of leather. Pakhaal Aghori was a water bag made of two buffalo hides that was 
carried on the back of the camel. Jot Aghori was belt (harness) which was used which 
was used for connecting bull and bull cart. It was made of leather. Dol Aghori was 
vessel covered in two sides with leather and made iron used for storing water look 
like dhol was also used for carrying out the water fi-om the well. ^^  
^^  Arhsatta topkhana, b.n.I, op. cit., I7I7A.D. 
*^ TaujiJama Kharch Topkhana, op. cit., 1726 A.D. 
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2) Fabric :-
There were variety of fabrics which used for manufacturing accessories of 
arms and armours. Cloth were also used for making camps during war time as well as 
Howdah, palanquins, nagara and equipments related to army. Tat, Gubal Tat, Gadhel 
Tat, Sailka Tat, BadraTat, Khurji Tat, Safara Tat, Rati Tat and Gol Tat. Gaji, Reza, 
Chadari, Momjama, Maskan, Chhint and Sut were the other clothes which are 
mentioned in our documents. Thaila (beg) was made of Gaji and Reza, which was 
used for keeping gunpowder and other items. San, Sutali and Rasa were used for 
tying^^. The table (8) shows the rates and the quantity of these cloths. There were no 
fixed rates of these items. Velvet was used of covering the scabbard and armours. It 
was also used for the decoration purpose. 
Some of these items those were used in Topkhana and are mentioned in 
topkhana document are Thaila Gaji, Sut, San, Bahra Tat, Khurji Tat, Seesa and Bora 
Tat. Thaila Gaji: In 1774 V.S. the total quantity of Thaila Gaji was purchased 14636 
than (see table 1). The price of per Than Thaila Gaji varies within month (see table 
2). The total expenditure on Thaila Gaji was approximately from Rs 2447 to 12039 
(see table 3) Sut in 1774 V.S. the total quantity oi Sut was purchased 1073.07 Man 
(see table 1). The price per Man oi Sut was also not stable (see table 3). The amount 
spent on Sut was approximately from Rs 2352.71 to Rs 18085.56 (see table 3). San in 
1774 V.S. the total quantity oi San was purchased 1210.6 Man. The price per Man 
was not stable (see table 2). The total expenditure incurred on San was approximately 
fi-om Rs 2921.11 to Rs 8362.57 (see table 3). San is jute, the rope made oi San was 
used for tying the items. Bahra Tat in 1774 V.S. Bahra Tat was purchased 1563 Than 
(see table 1). The price of per Than oi Bahra Tat was Rs 5.24 (see table 2). The 
expenditure on it was Rsl404 (see table 3). Khurji Tat: In 1774 V.S. Khurji (beg) Tat 
was purchased in the total quantity of 112 Than (see table). Bora Tat was purchased 
110 Than in V.S. 1774 (see table 1).^ ° 
'" Ibid. 
'° Arhsatta Topkhana, B.N.. 1, op. cit., 1717A.D. 
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Miscellaneous:-
Wood:-
Wood was used for making scabbards, arrow shaft, spear shaft, handle of 
battle axe, handle of match, handles of banduq, gun carriages, bulkcart palanquin, 
howdah, tripod for cannons, frames of camps saddles, etc. There is term Kawaj used 
in our document which means wood, was used for manufacturing of arms. Sal and 
Shisham were the variety of wood which were used for the same purpose. Thatha 
Chuabin was a wooden frame made of bamboo. Takhat Chuabin was a wooden plank 
used for making the various items wood like howdah, cart, arrows, handles of swords 
and daggers, spears, stands of cannon etc. it was also a wooden seat. Gada Chaubin 
was a wooden cart used for carrying load and trooper to the battlefield. Lat Sal was a 
variety of wood was used for making the item of wood related to weaponry. The price 
and quantity purchased in 1726 A.D. of these items are given in the following table 
(9)31 
Tauji Jamakharch Topkhana „Jaipur, op. cit., 1726 A.D. 
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Precious Stone:-
Diamond rubies, fishbone, gems, jade crystal, soapstone etc. were used for 
decoration of these weapons. Uol was precious stone ruby used for decoration 
Other Items:-
Mom, Ral, Mathadi, Suhago, khakhdaz, Jaj Makhar, Newar, Seeng, Chaman, 
Tatkhat, Khedi etc., were the other items which were used for manufacturing the arms 
mentioned in our document. Sutali was twine used for tying and stitching. Nivar was a 
broad tape (used as bed lace). That was used for making stool and bed. Rasa was rope 
used tying and making camps. Mom was wax, used for making cannon moulds and 
waxed cloth. Mom Ral was polishing the items. Ral was resin of Sal tree used for 
cleaning the metals. Seeng was horn used for manufacturing the handles of sword and 
daggers, and bows. Vachkani nakara was an instrument used for cutting. Khakhandaz 
was an individual who could identify the gold and silver. Gubal Tat ki, Gadhel and 
jajmkhara were the other items used in manufacturing the arms and armours. Kamla 
uoon ka was the blanket of wool used as armour. Ujayali was a piece of a canvas used 
to blindfold elephant. Siri Hathi was a piece of cloths used as armour for protecting 
the head of elephant. Angrkha was a coat of cloth used as armour for men. Topa was a 
cap used for the protection of head of men. Safra Tat was a crupper made of tat used 
for protecting the tail of horse. Thaili Ujayali was the bag of cloth. Chadari was a 
cloth put on the back of the animal for the protection. Tukari was the piece of cloth 
used for manufacturing the armours. Hwadha ka posh It was the cover of howda. 
Palna was cradle used for carrying the laguage. Takhat ka palda petal ka was used in 
manufacturing armours. The table (9, 10) shows the rates and quantity of these items 
and there no fixed rates of these items which were purchased in 1726 A.D.^ ^ 
" Ibid. 
" Ibid. 
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The following items which were related to fire arms also find mentions in our 
documents. 
Suhago was borax used for cleaning the metal. Daru was gun powder used for 
firing. It was lead used for making ball which were used for firing. Masalo Shora was 
saltpeter used for making gunpowder. Neel was used for dying. The table 11 shows 
the rates and quantity of these items and there no fixed rates of these items.^ '* 
There is information of Daru (gun powder) in topkhana document.^^ The total 
quantity of Daru purchased in 1774 V.S. was 4356.15 Man (see table 1). The price of 
per Man Daru varies with the month (see table 2). The total expenditure on Daru was 
approximately from Rsl96014.39 to Rs 37667.40. The Gola Ahani (iron ball) was 
also discussed in Topkhana^^ document. It was used for firing. The total quantity 
purchased in 1774 V.S. was 57414 Than (see table 1). Seesa Goli (lead ball) was also 
used for firing and Arhsattas Topkhana document tell us that 1517.55Man of Seesa 
Goli was purchased in 1774 V.S." 
'' Ibid. 
^^ Arhsatta Topkhana, B.N.I, op. cit., 1717 A.D. 
'\ Ibid. 
^^ Tauji Jamakharch Topkhana .Jaipur, op. cit., 1726 A.D. 
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Potdar,Tahvildarand Kotwal were responsible for the purchased of various 
items and also for keeping record of them. The names of these persons were also 
mentioned in our document-Po/Jar:- Khusyal Chand, Gulab Chand, Naruttamdas, 
Chatra Bhuj, Chhaj Mai, Dulat Ram, Sada Ram, Sati Das, Ratan Chand, Mathuradas, 
Subha Ram and Har Lai. Tahvildar:- Fakir Das and Abhay Ram. Kotwal:- Lai 
Chand.^ ^ 
Pargana Sanganer was famous for its Seesa. Ganga Ram brought Seesa from 
Sanganer to Jaipur. The other items were also purchased from Sanganer. The other 
parganas from where these items were purchased were Hindon, Udehi, Malana, 
Tonk, Bahatri. Mujpur, Lai Sot, Gaji Thana, Dusa, Avair and Pura Akbarabad. Gola 
Ahani was also purchased from Topkhana Patshahi Akbarabad also."*' 
These raw materials were brought from Avair, Sanganer, Ramgarh, Akbarabad 
"^ e^tc. Some materials were locally available.''^ We find in our document the name of 
Ganga Ram Tahvildar frequently mentioned, who brought the raw materials to Amber 
for the manufacturing and repairing'*'* (see table 12) of arms and armours. 
'^  Arhsatta Topkhana, B.N. 11717 A.D. 
'" Ibid 
'' Ibid. 
'J Ibid. 
Taujijama Kharch Topkhana , op. cit., 1783 V.S . 
'•' Ibid. 
'' Ibid. 
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Table-2.13 
Table showing the owner of the Fire arms and cost of reparing in Topkhana 
(tauji jama kharch topkhana) 
Name of the owner 
Chuha 
Maharam 
Kusla 
Sukha 
9 ! 
Chuha 
Item 
Banduq Nal sada 
Banduq 
Banduq 
Lakshman van 
19 
Ramchangi 
Banduq 
Banduq 
Banduq 
Banduq 
Quantity 
4 
3 
1 
2 
1 
3 
7 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Cost of Repairing 
50 
29 
14 
33 
18 
42 
60.342 
9 
17 
14 
Now I would like to discuss the various decorative techniques . 
Decoration 
There were many kind of decorative techniques used for decoration of arms. 
Here I will discuss few common techniques of decoration which are as following 1) 
Inlaying 2 Enameling 3) Studding Inlaying: The hard surface of the metal was made 
rough by shallow chisel cuts. Then the gold or silver or foil was firmly fixed into the 
cuts. Then it was hammered and burnished. Enameling: It is a kind of panting on the 
metal with mineral oxides which resulted in firmly fixed colours. The design was 
engraved on the object by engraver and minakar applied the colours. Then the object 
was polished, heated gently cleansed by rapidly immersing in a strong acid solution 
made fi-om fruit. Studding:VI\Q precious stones like diamond, rubies, etc. were fixed 
on the metal to increase the beauty of arms.'*^ 
Mughal Karkhanas at Amber, op cit ,Also see SIndian Arms and Armour. 
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^^  Wi 
Army Corps of 
Jaipur 
k. ^ 
As per the imperial regulation mansabdars had to maintain army corps. On the 
authority of Manucci' and Bhimsen^ it is also evident that this obligation was not 
properly fulfilled. Interestingly enough, Bhimsen lets us to know that the Rajput Chief 
Rao Dalpat Bundela, Ram Singh Hara and Amber Raja Jai Singh Sawai maintained 
the requisite army corps. The facts indicate the extreme significance of the army corps 
in the context of Amber and Mughal Empire at large. 
The nature of works pursue on this theme include Inayat Ali Zaidi 'article on 
"Rozinadar Troopers of Jaipur" as the title itself suggests this study covers a 
particular segment of the army. Subsequently a more comprehensive treatment of 
Amber is met in the article of Sumbul Halim Khan "Army of The Rulers of Amber 
Source of Recruitment and mode of remuneration". 
The present chapter attempts to undertake a wholesome study of the various 
elements of the army corps namely cavalry, infantry elephantry and camel corps as 
also the different categous of artillery wielders. The study would also encompass an 
examination of the clan compostion and the expense incurred on maintenance of army 
corps. The nature of primary sources contained in the context of army corps are 
documents, Syah tasiha, Ajoro Arhastta topkhana preserved at R.S.A. 
Our region has the good fortune of possessing a profuse collection of Dagh-o-
Chehra documents which ensures the mustering of requisite quota. Dagh was related 
to branding of horse and Chehra was the descriptive roll of the contingent. The tasiha 
are defined as the renewal certificate which a naqadi troops had to obtain. The 
significance of tasiha can be gauged by the fact that the salary claim was withheld if 
the naqdi was not able to procure tasiha. Such regulations were increased on the army 
corps so as to keep a check and balance. A perusal of the documents would reveal the 
significance chehra document. 
' Manucci, Niccolo, Storia do Mogor 1653-1708, Murray, London, 1907, II, p. 378. 
" Bhimsen, Nuskha Dilkusha, Rot in Department of History, AMU ff 140a -141 b. 
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CHEHRA DOCUMENTS 
^aracT 1 7 6 2 
m o MI<H<1>) ^ ^ ^ *1<MI 
V.S 1762/A.D. 1705 
Chehra Sagirad profession 
Kahar palikiwal Kasi Kripa 
Ram Naini granted the sign 
^ ^nn ^Pi ^ft?i ^ irtm * I6K Tieft ^Rft 
cftars ^?ft *rt? ' ^ ^ ^ sffBT € ^ ^^ rra; ^w iisr 
^^R a^ 55 ^ iftcft ^g t^ 4 ^«W 1762 
ai ^ 0 19 ^ ^ . ^ W^5 
J 
In the name of Ram, Grandson of 
Thakur Singh Kahar (Profession) domicile 
of Mali Ajmer Sawai Jaipur had whitish 
Complexion broad forehead arched eyebrow 
Buffalo like eyes, sharp nose black 
Moustaches 1 mole in between eyebrow 
1 mole on cheeks pierced ears age 
55 on Kartik Sudi Samvat 1762 ,19 per servant 
Received monthly 
Rs. 4 
^^n 1736 V.S 1736/1679 A.D. 
^ ? ^ •HI'D'icI ^ W Hl^uH Chehra Saqird Proession Mahajan 
^^T^fJoT ^??I q>^ ^Icft 3 ?^R?f 1736 
?rt tHtf*)H<jm Rgl'O cTra •(MM"! ^ 
TtTTT 1SMH apR ^rar ^Rft 5ite >^r H16<)I 
^ 3ff^  € ^ =1^ 5 ^ s usi ^ ^ra j^raH 
<ilW*l 'H\i-i\ TR q!T=)t cft^ ^Vsm ^ ^ 
tRT 31 ^Rft ^ ^ 3 T^=T 1736 a^  ? H^BT 
cRpft •iHil l 
10 J 
Nakal Chera Kartic Sudi 3Samwat 1736 
In the name of Laxman Das on of 
Bihari Lai the grandson of Rajana caste 
Mahajan Agrwala domicile of Kot had 
Whitish complexion broad fore head 
Arched eye brows baffle like eyes 
Sharp nose black moustache pierced ears 
Age 31 in service fi-om sudi 1736 
Received monthly 
Rs. 10 
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Cavalry 
Horse played a crucial role in the battlefield. It was well suited for warfare 
tactic in military campaigns. The utility of the horse was determined by the type and 
size selected for expedition s. the utility of horse in respect of cavalry charges, raiding 
communication, arms carrier etc. Horses in Mughal period were used for speed 
endurance and agility. To complement its speed light weapons such as bow arrows, 
spear, swords etc were employed. 
The use of saddle and the stirrup gave an added advantage to the mounted 
warriors. The saddle gave a firm surface to protect the horse from the weight of the 
rider. The saddle protected the rider from movement of horses' spine and whithers. 
The stirrup facilitated toe rest in the toe loop. As a result of which rider had a greater 
leverage with weapons. This increased stability of rider and provided mobility to the 
mounted archer.'* The horse shoe was also used for the protection of hooves of the 
horses so that they could perform better for the army.^ Horse swivel also came to 
applied in our region, these were termed as ghurhnaf 
Cavalry was a significant wing of Indian army in both ancient and medieval 
period. The cavalry of Amber was very strong and administered under Daroga and 
Amin. The best breeds of horses were kept for cavalry. Breed of horses used were 
Turki, Yabu, Tazi, Jangla, Rami, Kumet, Surang. The best breeds of the horses were 
Turki and Tazi. The amount of per month for maintaining the Tazi breed was 20 Rs. to 
22 Rs., for Yabu breed was 14 Rs. to 15 Rs. {ox Jangla was 10 to 12 Rs.** 
The following table shows the expenditure incurred on the per quality of 
horse, barqandaz and other animals^: 
Habib, Irfan, Technological Changes and Society 13''' and 14''' Centuries, I H C Varanasi 1969, p. 
22. 
Ibid 
Ibid., p. 23. 
Mughal Karkhanahs at Amber: A study of Animal Stables and Manufactories of Arms and 
Palanquins in the Eighteenth Century, op. cit 
Rajasthan State Archive, Jaipur, Record, Tozi, Roznama, Butayut 1822 V.S. 
Siyah tasiha, Rajasthan State Archive, Bikaner. 
Ibid. 
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TabIe-3.1 showing expenditure on per quality of horse, barqandaz 
and other animal 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Name 
Shri Ram 
Suthramal 
Sirdar Singh 
Madho Sinh 
Lai Singh 
Sehaj Ram 
Sees Ram 
Shiv Ram 
Arjun Singh 
Sujan Singh 
Surat Singh 
Sirdar Singh 
Roopsakhi 
Yabu 
(Rs.) 
15 
15 
15 
14 
15 
15 
14.80 
15 
15 
Tazi 
(Rs.) 
20 
22 
20 
22 
20 
22 
20 
22 
22 
20 
20 
22 
22 
22 
20 
19.86 
20 
20 
22 
22 
22 
Jangla 
(Rs.) 
12 
10.75 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
Other animal 
(Rs.) 
Ras8 
Ras 8, Rasmi 7 
Rasdil- Ras 8, 
Rask 
Rasmi \.50,Ras 
8.40 
Rasmi 18, Ras 1 
Rasmi IS, Ras SJ5 
Ras 7 
Ras 8 Rasmi 18 
Ras 8, Ras 10, Ras 
8, Ras, Ras 8 
Ras 10 
Barqandaz 
(Rs.) 
5.67 
1.20 
5 
3 
5 
4.80 
6 
4.73 
43 
5 
5 
4 
4.35 
5 
There were also another class of cavalry which was called Rozinadar trooper 
for the temporary purpose, they were appointed at the subordinate position and had to 
perform military and non-military duties. They got very pity payment from Rs. 1.14 to 
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2.50 P.M. Amber state in 9 month and 4 spent Rs. 45254 on this class. The 
dominant clan on Rozinadar trooper was Kachawah . 
Subassignee:-
Amber Raja paid certain army officials through assignments. These 
assignments were made out of his own jagirs and therefore they can be identified as 
sub assignees. It was mandatory for every sub-assignee to maintain military 
contingent. The land was also assigned for the maintenance of per unit sawar. There 
was also a concept of sub assignment to jamiatdars for the maintenance of more than 
a unit of sawar. Annually a fixed amount (peshkash) was obligatory paid by sub 
assignee to the Amber Raja. Besides the payment of peshkash, the sub assignee paid 
nazr. There were other financial claim (mutaliba ) over sub assignee to the state in 
form of masadat, nyota, tafawat ghora, peshkash, absenting etc. The land assigned 
was confiscated into khalisa in the case of any irregularity committed by sub 
assignee.'^ 
Rozinadar Troopers:-
The rozinadar troopers were appointed on the daily wage system. All the 
information related to them were kept in a descriptive roll viz. name of the rozinadar 
trooper, father's name, grand father's name, clan or caste and domicile. The 
descriptive rolls of horses colour, breed, and mark on the body were also recorded. 
The rozinadar troopers were appointed fi-om both Rajput clan and non Rajput clan, 
but the majority belonged to Rajput clan. Rozinadar troopers had to maintain horses 
also.'"* They performed their duties during war and peace time. The total expenditure 
incurred by topkhana department on the wages of rozinadar troopers was Rs 664.32 in 
1777 A.D. 
I I 
12 
13 
Tauji Jaipur, Record Rajasthan State Archives,, Barat, Rozinadar, Jarawar Singh, etc. Lekhank 
3856 
Tauji Jamakharch, Khazana, 1788 V.S.Rajasthan State Archives, Jaipur, Record, 
Tauji, Jamakharch, Khazana, 1768 V.S.Rajasthan State Archives, Jaipur, Record, 
Khan, Sumbul Halim, Relations of Rulers of Amber with their Sub Assigness 1650-1750, 
Gorakhpur, pp. 208-212. 
Zaidi, Inayat Ali, Rozinadar Troopers under Sawai Jai Singh of Jaipur (A.D.1700-1743), Indian 
Historical Review, 1984. p. 46. 
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There was a system known as Dagh (Branding)-o-C/je^/'a (descriptive rolls). 
Dagh was for horse and chehra was for men. This system was started by Akbar to 
check the dishonesty of the troopers. The cavalry men of Amber were mostly present 
at the time of //ozr/Yattendance). The horses were brand usually at Lahore, Rangshahi 
and Shahdra. The horse was branded and mark was put on Right thigh'^ of the horse 
and it was recorded in the muster roll. The following is an example of it. 
Dagh of horses for branding. 
Photo-36 Dagh Symbols 
Source: Inyat Ali Zaidi: Rozindar Troopers under Sawai Jai Singh of Jaipur 
(A.D.1700-1743) 
' ' Rajasthan State Archives, Jaipur, Record, Yadashti, Chehra, 1768 V.S., dt. Asadh Sudhi 7. 
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The table showing the expenditure incurred and quantity fodder of per animal 
derived from the dagh-o-chehra document dated 1667 A.D. 
Items 
Moth 
Khan 
Ghee 
Mirch 
Lun 
Ajwain 
Bajro 
Dano Moth 
Ratib (Chana+Gehun+Jaun) 
Dudhoni 
Tei Sasanai 
Pan 
Moth Pukhatani 
Ghas 
Naqadi (total expenditure on above items) 
Quantity( Man) 
7.75.5 
.8 
2 
.3 
3.75 
.50 
9.2.50 
7.75.5 
21+4.50+3 
.25 
.50 
2 
2 
72.24 
21 Rs 
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Elephant corps 
The elephant corps in Indian army was a symbol of oriental pomp and 
effeminacy. It served the dual purpose of fighting machines and transport agents. It 
had the added advantage of being locally bom so importing the animal was not 
bothered about. Elephants were faithful and sagacious. It could be easily trained. 
Elephant was easily available and its food can be found in Jungle. This animal had the 
advantage that it could reach precipitous mountains, climbing hills where even the 
mules failed to reach. It could drag guns and swivels like hathnal and gajnal and other 
war accessories into the battlefield. Elephant also served as pillar between the 
infantry, cavalry. In Mughal period it was used as rank breaker (safslukan). They also 
provided a lofty seat to the supreme commander. Mughal painting reveals that it could 
carry a citadel shape carrying couple of soldiers. However there remained some 
serious disadvantages related to the animal such as that it could be goaded to fury, 
instances of horse stampedes occurred due to angry elephant in the battle flied. 
Elephant once in rage became difficult to control. Moreover, being a faithful animal 
when the master died in the battlefield it fled in panic. Besides it provided tallest seat 
and its master become easy target for enemy gunners, and arrow wielders. 
The elephant were trained under the Mahawat who were also their care taker. 
The race training was given to them and the fighting between the elephants was also 
arranged. The elephants were fed with ghee, rice, carrots etc. 
The elephantry was divided into two part (i) Fil Khana Hazuri (ii) Fil Khana 
Desk. Jaipur Pheel Khana Hazuri had very large number of elephants. The 
expenditure on P/zee/A:/?a«fl//azwn was Rs. 6388-11-0 in year 1795 and Rs 172-11-6 
in one day in year 1822. 
Our documents reveals that there were different breeds of elephant i.e. Mast, 
Kumadi, Amej, Dhanasuri, Sehalan. Mast breed was the best breed. 
Sometimes pattayat were also allowed to maintain the elephants, these were 
known as as Filkhana Desk and it was treated as a mark of honour. Rs.524-4-3 was 
spent on elephants when Pattayat Nathu Singh Shekhawat kept them for 6 month. 
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The Filkhana at Jaipur was administered by Darogha, who was assisted by 
Naib Daroga Amin, Jamadar^^ etc. Darogha was paid Rs. 60 p.m. and his deputy was 
paid Rs. 25 p.m. He had the responsibility of supplying ration, grass and other 
requisites for elephants. He examines the strength of animals and watched the 
working of Mahawat. A Mushrif was employed to keep the account of ration records. 
Mahawat was paid Rs. 4-8-0 p/m. 
Loha Ki Zanjir (Iron Chain), Charkhi, Jhool, Howda, Gadda, Iron Plates, 
Ankush, Arms etc. were the equipment for the elephants. 
Camel Corps 
Camel corps was common element in desert warfare because of its high level 
of adaptability. They provided a mobility that was better suited for work and survival 
in an arid and waterless environment. Camels were generally used as transport. They 
could cover long distances without water, and could be as fast as horse. They also 
have ability to bear loads. Camels provide an elevated and mobile platform for 
delivering artillery fire. The camels were made to kneel at the time of firing. In the 
princely states of Rajasthan and Gujarat, camels mounted troops continue to be used 
for patrolling and policing. One of the active war camel units was Bikaner's camel 
corps named Ganga Risala. 
However there were certain disadvantages in camel corps such as a well 
trained horse will charge and trample over infantry disregarding sword cuts, spear 
thrusts and fight of arrow, but a camel will not. Horses were trained to stand firmly 
before artillery fire and charge into arms wielding firearms, while camels shy away 
even fi-om distance fire. 
The department which was responsible for the maintenance of camels was 
called Shuturkhana or untgah. The word shutur in Persian means camel and khana 
means place of living. The utility the animal was for carrying heavy luggage, war 
equpments and fire arms, shuturnaljazail and swivels were carried and fired fi-om the 
"' Rajasthan State Archive, Jaipur, Record, Tozi, Yad-dashti Pheelkhana, 1815 V.S. 
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back of the camel. The camels accompanied in hunting expedition. The department 
was divided into two sections nafar and rakhat shutur khana . 17 
The department of Shuturkhana was administered by Daroga, and for his 
assistance Amin and Mushrif^ were also appointed. The other subordinate officials 
were Dahbashi and Sadwan who looked after ten and five camels respectively. The 
department was divided into two division named as Shuturkhana Huzuri and 
Shuturkhana Desh. 
The camels employed in this department were of the age of 5 year to 13 year. 
There were many breeds of camel like Balauch, Gaji, Desi, kuchhi, ghalzai, bugdi etc. 
The breeds like Balauch and Gaji were mostly preferred. There were many varieties 
of each breed. The camels were indentified on the base of breed, colour, nature, 
deformities along which the price which was recorded. The physical verification was 
done at regular intervals. 
Table showing the salary of camel retainers 19 
Category 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Bugdi 
Male (Rs.) 
250 
150 
Female 
(Rs.) 
150 
Balauchi 
Male (Rs.) 
145 
124 
84 
64 
Female 
(Rs.) 
130 
55 
50 
Desi 
Male (Rs.) 
180 
160 
125 
90 
Female 
(Rs.) 
94 
60 
The price of male camel was Rs. 54 to 225 and female camel was between 25 to 90. 
Camels were purchased fi~om Nagor, Jaisalmer Bikaner, etc. There is a reference in 
our document that Murad Khan Muslman purchased camels at RslOV. 
Mughal Karkhanahs at Amber: A study of Animal Stables and Manufactories of Arms and 
Palanquins in the Eighteenth Century, op. cit. 
'* Rajasthan State Archives, Jaipur, Record, Tozi, Jama Kharch, Silekhana Bu.No. 4, 1825 V.S. 
19 
Mughal Karkhanahs at Amber: A study of Animal Stables and Manufactories of Arms and 
Palanquins in the Eighteenth Century, op. cit. 
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The information about the salary of shutursawar (camel rider) given in the 
document are vague. They did not provide the clear picture of daily and monthly 
wages of shutursawar. The Muslims were largely appointed as shutursawar as shown 
in the table in 1774: 20 
The monthly expenditure incurred on the various needs of the camel in 1735 
7 1 
A.D. is shown in the following table : 
Table of camel expenditure 
Items 
Grooming 
Fodder ( flour, ghee, jiggery, gram) 
Miscellaneous 
Grazing 
Total 
Expenses Rs. 
27.52 
2.6 
.4 
.2 
30.72 
The recorded information tells that the camels were identified on the base of 
breed, age, colour, natural deformities along with price. There was physical 
verification of camel at regular intervals. Rabari, Ranka and Haklio castes trained the 
animal. They were responsible grazing and driving the animal. The state provided the 
treatment, assistance for the animals. They were treated with alcohol, jaggery and 
alum; usually they were massaged and their nostrils were oiled adequately when they 
had to prepare for wars. The camels were usually placed at the right flank in 
battlefield. Match lock and shuturnal and jazail were commonly used by the camel 
rider for firing from the back of the camel. 
The Risalas received animal from Shutarkhana. The Amber had three Risalas 
i.e. Risala of Girdar Das, Vidyachlar and Srichand having 166, 271 and 173 camels 
°^ Arhsatta Topkhana B.N. Rajasthan Sate Archive Bikaner. 
'^ Mughal Karkhanahs at Amber: A study of Animal Stables and Manufactories of Arms and 
Palanquins in the Eighteenth Century, op. cit.p 56. 
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respectively. The first two Risalas belonged to Hamirde clan and the last one to the 
Rajawat clan. The pargana headquarters also maintained the camel; for example 36 
camels were maintained at Ramgarh and 8 camels at Mahuwa. 
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Infantry :-
The infantry are the troopers, who fight on foot. The term was apphed both to 
soldiers armed with hand weapons such as spear, sword, sUngs and bows and the 
rocket. The objective of employing infantry was to occupy enemy territory, siege and 
hold ground. It was properly protected with helmet, body armour, and shields. The 
infantry is capable of waging and yielding the protracted battle in any season and on 
any terrain. 
The foot soldiers were numerically greater than the rest of the sections 
departments of the army corps. They carried weapons fi-om one place to another, they 
were named in native archers, swordsmen and non combatants consisting of door 
keepers, watchmen groomer, drill and discipline. The common word used for them 
was pala Barqandaz, Piyadas and paigah during eighteenth century. Generally their 
payment was decided on the arm and the caste to which they belong. They possessed 
bows arrows, spears, and cheap sword. 
Silehaposh (Combatants)^^ was the term used for all the branch of infantry 
from combatants to non combatants. The first category includes the personal army 
and the ruler body guard armed with matchlocks and spears. In 1799A.D. Jaipur Raja 
had a body-guard of sixteen hundred men and armed with matchlocks, they were 
known as the silahposh, who were clad in armour'^ '*. The Jaipur ruler and 960 body 
guard approximately. The ordinary silahposh got Rs. 4 p.m. 
Barqandaz :-
Banduqchis or Barqandaz also formed part of infantry. Barqandaz were the 
trooper who weiled banduq. The literal meaning of barqandaz is barq lightening 
andaz thrower which came to be as a common name for a foot soldier using a 
musket. They were appointed on sub-ordinate position in the army; in cavalry, 
infantry and in artillery. As we can see in the following table, they were recruited 
from the age of 22 and remained in the service till the age of 55. They were recruited 
-' Ibid. 
Muhnot Nensi Ri Khyat, Part I, p. 4 
They were called Silahposh because of their being clad in armour. 
Army of the Indian Moghals, op. cit., p. 166 
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from various clans like Pathan, Chauhan, Kachhwaha, Vaishya, Rathor, Shaikh, 
Chandela etc. Mostly the Barkandaz belonged Bundelkhand, Jodhpur, Naurangabad 
and Lucknow. The important details of each barqandaz was recorded in terms of their 
name, father's name, grandfather's name, clan, domicile, age in form of chehra naqdi 
document. 
Table showing details of barqdanz 
Name 
Subha Chand 
Dost 
Muhammad 
Jamal khan 
Mansa Ram 
Har Vans Bhoj 
Udy Singh 
Allah Baksh 
Shah 
Muhammad 
Ganesh 
Jagat Singh 
Rahamat Khan 
Lai Khan 
Shaikh Rahim 
Lachhi 
Shaikh Hasan 
Noor 
Muhammad 
Sheikh Fakir 
Nathu Alekh 
Khan 
Muhammad 
Khani 
Sur Das 
Hari Singh 
Father's name 
Mani Chand 
Vali Muhammad 
Khan Jahan 
Raja Ram 
Ram Singh 
Shaikh hiayat 
Allah Baksh 
Bhao Singh 
Narayan Das 
Ghaji Khan 
Khan Jahan 
Sheikh Lai 
Ram Khan 
Shaikh Farid 
Allah Shaikh 
Karan 
Allah Baksh 
Aasli 
Gopal Das 
Grandfather's 
name 
Devi 
Peer 
Muhammad 
Guhar Khan 
Singh Ram 
Kharisah 
Kalayn Singh 
Shaikh Sadiq 
Muhammad 
hiayat 
Veer Singh 
Veer Shah 
Ikhtayar Khan 
Gauhar Khan 
Shaikh Rao 
Gokul Das 
Allah Baksh 
Chand 
Hasan Fakirdas 
Inayat 
Burhan 
Murid 
Baho Singh 
Ram Singh 
Clan 
Chauhan 
Pathan 
Chauhan 
Kachhawah 
Vaishya 
Shaikh 
-do-
Chauhan 
Chandel 
Pathan 
Pathan 
Sheikh 
Vaishiya 
Sheikh 
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
Rather 
Chuahan 
Domicile 
Ajmer 
-do-
-do-
-do-
Bundela 
Ajmer 
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-
Ajmer 
Ajmer 
Lucknow 
Ajmer 
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
Naurangabad 
Jodhpur 
Ajmer 
Age 
22 
24 
20 
24 
46 
22 
50 
22 
28 
28 
24 
55 
48 
35 
48 
22 
22 
25 
24 
32 
48 
42 
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Ram Das 
Kisan Singh 
Bakhaj Singh 
Madan Singh 
Basant Singh 
Chhaju Shaikh 
Don Mohel 
Nathu Ram 
Dara Khan 
Talab 
Kalian Das 
Shayan Singh 
Keashaya Singh 
Singh 
Rahim 
Peer Muhammad 
Hari Man 
Ghasi Khan 
Ahab 
Man Singh 
Pem Singh 
Tel Singh 
Ram Singh 
Madh 
Sheikh Bhikh 
Shah 
Mahammad 
Vanpuridas 
Nukha 
Rana 
-do-
Rathor 
-do-
Vaishiya 
Shaikh 
Chauhan 
Pathan 
-do-
-do-
Jodhur 
Ajmer 
Bundelkhand 
Ajmer 
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
52 
48 
22 
28 
35 
29 
35 
32 
24 
31 
The monthly or daily payment given to them is not clear in our document. The 
payments given to barqandaz are mentioned in the document Arhsatta topkhana of 
the year 1778 A.D.as laid out in the following table: 
Name of the barqkandas 
Kysal son of Pema etc. 
Kysal son of Ajwa etc. 
Gughi Sukali etc. 
Gopal Marah 
Gobin Ram son of Si Ram etc. 
Ghasi Ram son of Haiju 
Ghasi Khan etc. 
Ghasi Vidhi 
Navin Kahsai Isab 
Nathu Khan 
Narad Ram son of Daya Ram etc. 
Nathu hem Raj 
Nihal Singh 
Wages (in Rs.) 
24.48 
37.32 
357.32 
1.32 
0.13 
0.6 
14.47 
0.7 
4.14 
2 
86.13 
10 
0.37 
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Nani Ganga Ram 
Chaina, Raju etc. 
Chaina Neta 
Chandan Pratap etc. 
Jasa Gujar etc. 
Jiva Pema etc. 
7.56 
28.36 
1.12 
73 
23 
46.36 
Sarbandhis were Pardesi recruits, who were appointed on both permanent as 
well as temporary basis. The important sarbandhis were Pathan a study reference 
tells us that Nizam Khan had 250 palas, Budh Singh had Pala 700, Aswar 4, and 
Topichi 4 and Khatri Ganga Singh 100 Pala Aswar 25, and Topchi 6. Tarawaris and 
musketeers too were recruited from the eastern part of India. Biradari and known by 
the head under whom they were employed eg Biram's Biradari was paid Rs. 681 for 
93 days. A Bhil was appointed for archery who was paid 1-8-0. The Daroga was paid 
Rs. 3 p.m. 
Dhalait: This Hindi word meaning literally "Shield bearer", they used Dhal 
for offensive and defensive purposes.^^ Spearman (Bhalabardar) possessed spears and 
some other arms. They were paid Rs. 4 p.m. Flag bearer (Nishanbardar) was man 
who carried the flag ahead. He was equipped with arms and was paid Rs. 4 to 8 p.m.^ ^ 
Pathabaz the term is applied to courageous men who were expert in 
swordsmanship.^ j^V(3//Z? is the term which literally means noble and Blacker. They 
were irregular infantry. They were armed with matchlock, and swords. Sihbandi was 
the name for the armed men entertained by local officers when engaged in collecting 
the land revenue. They were responsible for maintenance of peace and order in cities 
and villages. They were advance guard of the Royal family in case of any local 
rebellion. Degandaz were the pot throwers. ^'^Bandar is applied for ban rocket, dar 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
Ibid., p. 165. 
Yad-dasti .Rajasthan State Archive, Jaipur, Record,, 1875 V.S. 
The Army of Indian Moghuls, op. cit., p. 165. 
Armies of the Great Mughals, op. cit., p. 107. 
The Army of Indian Moghuls, op. cit., p. 169. 
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holder. They were expert in launching the rocket^'. Bundela were the Rajputs from 
Bundelkhand in central India. They were good matchlockmen and archers and got 
same salaries as bakariyas?^ Mewati were good tir andaz they also performed the 
duties of spies. They were inhabitants oiMewat. 
Shamsherbaz (Swordsmen) used swords and shield while facing enemy. The 
shamsherbaz form eastern district used a smaller shield called chirwa, while those 
who belonged to southern district used large shield which can conceal a horseman. It 
was called tilwa. Lakrait used a cudgel as a common weapon of offence and 
dei&nsQ?'^Pharaits used shield same what less than that of the height of a man and one 
yard in breadth. Banaits used long swords, handle of which was more than a yard 
long. Holding the swords with hands, these people performed interestingly 
%\i\\\}^Bankulis used sword only. It was bent towards the point but straight near the 
handle. They do not use shield. Dakhili- Their wages were paid by the state and were 
handed over to mansabdars for administrative purposes. They included both 
combatants and non comtatants. Some of these were matchlock-bearer and other used 
to carry bows. Some of them were carpenters, ironsmith. Chelas, were appointed in 
the army according to their talent. By their good performance they were raised to a 
dignity of a grandee from a common soldier. ^^  Pahalwans I Wrestlers were, 
employed, stone-throwers, athletes of Hindustan. Darbans were employed to guard 
the place. Khidmatiyas also formed a part of infantry. They were used as palace guard 
and they also oversaw that certain orders were carried out^''. 
Semi combatants:-
Semi combatant was the class of soldiers who were appointed to perform 
miscellaneous duties in peace time. They also accompanied the army during war time. 
The Chehra of every soldier was recorded. Chobdar were the macebearer. Chaubdar 
also performed the duty of carrying royal messages to the Noble and vice versa. 
Hazuri Chaubdars of Deori Khasa were divided into five division and got 8-4-0, 6-4-
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. p.\70 
Ain6, Vol II, f. 132-33. 
Ain 6, Vol II, f. 133. 
/bid. Vol II, f. 133-34. 
Ibid. Vol II, f. 134. 
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0, 6-0-0, 6-0-0 and 5-0-0 P.M.^ * Naquib were class of infantry who proceeded the 
royal procession and showed the presence of ruler in high sound. They were paid Rs. 
4, 4-12-0 and 5-12-0 and were divided into three categories. 
Shagirdpesha and Chela were apprentice of foot men, Aswar, Banduqichi, 
Tuyaichi, Camel rider and all type of menial servant such as washer men, potter. 
Piyada, Chela were paid Rs. 3-12-0 p.m. Thalva was paid Rs. 3 p.m. Jalebdar was 
paid Rs. 5 to 6 pm. Darrati Paigiya were employed for the Dak Chowk department 
because they ran very fast.^ ^ Khasa Bardar was kept under Mirdha. They served as 
palaceguard. Mirdha was paid Rs. 4/ and his subordinate divided into four were paid 
Rs. 3, 2-12-0/, Rs. 80 /and 2-4-0/ Naquarrkhana was placed under Infantry. 
Naquarkhana played its duty during times of during peace and war time. Twenty 
eight such musicians constituted a unit in Jaipur.'^ '^  They were paid 6, 7 for Karnaychi 
and 6-4-0 for Turibardar. 
Kahars or palki bearers'*' were employed for carrying litters and palanquins. 
They were usually armed. They also classified as Khar. Palka ka and Ghela ra Kahar 
and paid 4-5 p.m. Zanani Deodhi ra Chobdar were female guard. They were 
employed to protect harem. They carried a bow a poaignard as her weapon. 
Mace bearers were also termed Guzbarrdaran who were the messenger of the 
state as they carried royal messages to the state and vice-versa. They also hold mace 
in their hand hence called were as mace bearer. ^ 
Mewras were the fast runner; so they were posted in Dak-Chawki. They could 
run 50 to 60 miles a day. They wore a particular dress, a plume on their head. '^^ 
Non-combatants were numerous camp follower and artisan. Their Chehra was 
recorded for the identification.'*'* They were paid as follows: 
41 
42 
Ibid. 
Daftar Sanad Nawis Chityat Naqual 1818 V.S. Jaipur, Record, Rajasthan State Archives, 
Tozi, Daftar, Yad-dashti, 1790 V.S. Jaipur, Record, Rajasthan State Archives, 
Ain6, Vol III 132-34. 
Armies of the Great Mughal, op. cit. p. 106 
Ain-i-Akbari, op. cit., p. 262. 
Chehra 24, Rabi-ul-Abbal, 1086 A.H. Jaipur, Record, Rajasthan State Archives, 
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Wage structure of non combantant 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Masalchi 
Divtea 
Chamar 
Lohar 
Bhishti 
Silawat 
Sika 
Sang-Tarash 
Nai 
Farrash 
Khati 
Ghora ra Chakar 
Hathi ra Chakar 
Dera Uthanawale 
Chanwar Bardar 
Beldar 
Pagh Bandhava 
Sarwan 
Atish Baz 
Torah bearer 
Lamp Bearer 
Cobbler 
Blacksmith 
Water Carrier 
Masion 
Sweeper 
Stone cutter 
Barber 
Carpenter 
Menial for a horse 
Menial for an elephant 
Camp carrier 
Chamer wavers 
Digger, Delver 
Fire Master 
2-80 
3 
3,4 
5 
3 Takas / day 
6 
5 
3 
1-14-0 
6 
7,5,5 
3 
3 
7 
Mahinadar Troopers :-
The mahinadar trooper was appointed on the monthly basis. They performed 
their duties both in war and peace time. The total amount of expenditure on the wages 
oimahinadar mentioned in our document was 137.46 Rs. inl777 A.D. 
Golandaz :-
Golanandaz artillerymen were also the important part of topkhana. They were 
employed for the preparation of cannon ball and to prepare the gunpowder in the 
accurate proportion. We are very fortunate to possess the information about the wages 
of the golaandaz in arhsatta topkhana. But from this document we can't get the clear 
picture of the monthly or daily wages oi golandaz as shown in the following table for 
1775 A.D.: 
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Name of golandaz 
Kesar khan son of Dulat Khan etc. 
Kasin Khan etc. 
Karan Raju etc. 
Mir etc. 
Ram 
Khan Muhammad etc. 
Gumani Sirdar etc. 
Gaji Khan etc. 
Gaji Khan etc. 
Gulab Khan etc. 
Gasi Khan etc. 
Gasi Kha etc. 
Nahar Kha etc. 
Nizam Jan 
Nihal etc. 
Jafar Khan etc. 
Jivan Khan etc. 
Wages Rs. 
1437 
688 
2678 
2628 
1180 
5 
4240 
950 
1693 
1468 
401 
469 
1874 
8 
328 
625 
2080 
Vanadar 
The vanadar means one who possesses the bull cart. The monthly or daily 
wages of the vanadar is not clearly in the document arhsatta topkhana document as 
given in the following table for 1774 A.D.: 
Name of Vanadar 
Janav etc. 
Bulan Noor Muhammad etc. 
Bala Bula 
Burhan Bula etc. 
Muti Jyan etc. 
Mir Masi Syed Kha etc. 
Ali Rahim 
Wages in Rs 
804.40 
355.18 
11.20 
148.18 
198.18 
145.16 
6.6 
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Nakiv 
Nakiv were employed to assist various departments. We have the information 
wages of nakiv in from of Arhastta Topkhana. The document does not give the 
partner of the monthly and Daily wage of the Nakivs. The wages given in document 
are in the following table for 1775 A.D.: 
Name of nakiv 
Fateh Khan etc. 
Vira etc. 
Vijay Ram etc. 
Bula etc. 
Muhammad etc. 
Sirdar etc. 
Hayat etc. 
Udai Ram etc. 
Umar etc. 
Wages in Rs. 
53 
62 
29 
62 
47 
28 
85 
13 
28 
Assignment System 
The Amber chief distributed the land conferred to him among sub assignees'*\ 
These sub assignees had to maintain the sawar, banduqchi, etc. in leiu of the land 
given to them .^ The term jama in the case of sub assignment was termed as tan."^^ 
The tan of the area which was to be assigned was calculated by keeping away the 
uncultivable land, cultivable land etc. There could one assignee for many villages or 
many assignees sharing the tan. Sometimes the entire village or the portion of the 
village was assigned. 
48 
The Army of The Rulers of Amber-Sources of Recruitment And Mode of Remuneration (1676-
1750),op. cit. 
Ibid. 
Relation of AmberfJaipur J State with Mughal Court, 1694-1744 op.cit p 105 
Ibid. 
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There were two kind of jagir given to the sub assignees 1). Tankhawah Jagir*'^ and 
2). Ghar Bhaitha Ki Jagir. In the former case the large number of sub-assignments or 
jagir were assigned in Ueu of salary hence it was known as tankhawah jagir. The 
owner of theseyagrra were obliged to maintain a number ofrasi (per ras: horse) or dol 
(per sawar), and banduqchi (per banduqchi musketeers). The sanad was issued only 
when the jagirdar obtained and presented his horse at the office of bakhsi. There was 
no system of mansab or grading the jagirdars because the granting of mansab was 
only imperial right. The salary of the jagirdars was determined by the number of the 
contingents he maintained. The allocation was irregular and emoluments of the 
cavaliers were considered between 400 Rs. and 650 Rs. depending upon the breed of 
horses these had for e.g. Bishan Singh had the tan of Rs. 10, 000 for 18 horses {ras); 
and posses the area of many parganas viz. village Rajwas, pargana pargana Niwari 
tan SOOORs.; Khempura pargana Chatsu tan Rs. 1600; Arar ka Khera, Chatsu (shared 
village), tan Rs. 400. The tankhwah jagir was renewed every year. The sanad was 
checked annually. Failure in the presentation of the sanad resulted in the confiscation 
of theyag/r. After the death of the jagirdar, the assignment was generally given was 
to the elder son.^° 
"' Gupta, Satya Prakash, The Agrarian System of Easterrn Rajastan (1650-1750) ,DeIhi, p. 214. 
'° Ibid. 
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Table showing monthly wages of Sub assignees 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Name of the 
Sub assignees 
Sirdar Singh 
Sujan Singh 
Sirdar Singh 
Lai Singh 
Surat Singh 
Sehaj Ram 
Shiv Singh 
Madhav Singh 
Shri Ram 
Suthramal 
Arjun Singh 
Sees Ram 
Rupshaki 
Clan 
Naruka 
Naruka 
Naruka 
Sakhna 
Rajawat 
Bhakhrota 
Bhakhrota 
Solankhi 
Bundela 
Khangarot 
Jogi 
(Khachwaha) 
Chauhan 
Rathor 
Domicile 
Kama 
Heval Pargana Chatsu 
Sri Ram Nagar 
Mauzabad 
Hagun Pargana Chatsu 
Bhakhrota 
Bhakhrota 
Mohanpura Pargana 
Sawar 
Bundelkhan 
Udaipur 
Basri 
Mandawar 
Rampura 
Monthly Amount 
received from the 
State in Rs. 
868 
1280 
126 
367 
348 
173 
155 
285 
274 
262 
211 
172 
27 
Clan composition in the Jaipur Army. 
These land assignment were given to various clans like Gaur, Solankhi, 
Chauhan, Kumbhani, Yadav, Jhala, Bargujar, Nirvan, Khichi, Kahar, Rajawat, 
Khangarat, Kalyanot, Hamirdev, Naruka, Kayastha Sabharwal, Brahaman, 
Magulaut, Pathan, Ghirawat, Nathawat, Bhatnagar, Sakhna, Bundela, Bhakhrota, 
Jogi Kachwaha 
Siyah Tasiha, Rajasthan Sate archives, Bikaner. 
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To study the clan composition of these sub assignees, the sample of pargana 
Bahatri for year 1688-89 had been taken^^. The percentage of the clan composition is 
as follows shows that there were sixteen clans which had the numerical strength of 
less than one percent , and Rajawat, Naruka, Kunbhani, and Dhirawat clan were in 
predominating position in the pargana^^: 
Percentage of Clan Composition 54 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
Rajawat 
Hamirde 
Naruka 
Dhirawat 
Kumbhani 
Banvirpot 
Chauhan 
Muslman 
Bajghar 
Rathor 
Niravan 
Panwar 
Syovanpota 
Somesarpota 
Bhati 
Jogi 
Bargujar 
15.92 
8.50 
7.47 
6.18 
6.16 
4.38 
3.86 
3.61 
3.09 
2.58 
2.58 
2.31 
2.31 
2.06 
2.06 
1.29 
1.80 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
Mer 
Taur 
Jatu 
Solankhi 
Kachhwaha 
Sisodia 
Brahman 
Banya 
Sikarwal 
Gahlot 
Mina 
Sodha 
Jadaun 
Chandal 
Gaur 
Shekhawt 
Kayashtha 
Khichi 
1.08 
1.03 
1.03 
1.02 
0.77 
0.56 
0.52 
0.52 
0.52 
0.26 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.5 
0.18 
1.08 
The Army of The Rulers of Amber -Sources of Recruitment And Mode of Remuneration (1676-
1750)op. cit.,p236. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
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The sub-assignee did not make the clannish preference while recruiting the 
sawars or barqandaz to his own clan^ .^ For example Shri Ram Bundela, a sub-
assignee of Amber chief had recruited Shaikh 28.2%, Chuahan 15.28 %,Pathan 
10.25% Rathor 7.6%, Vaish 5.12 %, Syed 5.12%, Khachawah 2.5%,Ban 2.5%, 
Panwar 2.5% and Bundela 2.5%).^ ^ Sometimes payment was made to the men of same 
clan that of sub assignee was lower than the other clans^'. 
The recruitment of the troopers and the organization for the army 
The recruitment of the troopers in the various branch of the army was done 
between the age of eighteen to twenty six. The trooper were be recruited at the age of 
twelve to forty. The banquchi were recruited at the age of nineteen to twenty five. 
The willing person for the army as naqadi sught permission of noble of his own clan 
or one had to be personally familiar with him. The noble introduced him to bakhshi 
then the bakshi recommended the case to the ruler. Then the bakshi prepared the 
statement (haquiqati) which was presented to the ruler. This haqiqati contained the 
detail account of the applicant. Once himself the particulars of the candidate were 
approved, then the candidate had to personally present before the ruler. The candidate 
had to offer some nazar (present) for being recruited depending upon the kind of the 
post after this was directed to visit bakhshi. The candidate had to visit the bakshi with 
the sagdia or zamani (surety) for the good conduct. If the candidate is a cavalry men 
then the bakhshi had to inspect the horses. After the inspection of the horse the 
bakhshi prepared the haqiqati and the vakiyanavis wrote all the details about the 
number of aminals and their breed, the age of the candidate, colour, height etc. which 
was termed as the yaddashti. It was submitted to the ruler for the approval. After the 
approval the record was submitted in the siyah hazuri. The bakhshi ordered his 
chahra navis to prepare. The descriptive roll of animals or the horse which was 
branded {dagh) with hot iron in the presence of bakhshi. The descriptive roll of the 
candidate was also prepared. This contained his name his father name his grandfather 
name domicile clan shape of eyes, nose, hair make wound etc. the roll was again sent 
to the ruler for sanad and seal of the ruler and diwan was issued in the name of the 
^' Ibid. 
^^ Ibid 
" Ibid. 
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candidate mentioning his pay. It was known as talab. The copy of it was sent to the 
bakhshi. The salary was paid in cash or in Jagir. The candidate had to produce himself 
and his animals for the verification. 
During emergence time the recruitment depended on the willingness of the 
candidate of serving the army. 
For the organization of the army, the official bakhshi was responsible. This 
post was next to the Diwan. The bakhshi accompanied the chief when the noble had to 
fullfil the obligation as the mughal jagirdar. He instructs and made arrangement of 
the troops for the Amber chief The desh bakhshi was responsible for keeping records 
of the Pattadars and to assign duties upon them. Bakhshi was head of the military 
department and was next to the Amber chief 
The bakhshi was supposed to be familiar with the family background of the 
sub-assignees. He had to be trustworthy person for the chief and familiar with the 
knowledge of the medicine, arms and ammunition and conversant with the 
requirements of the soldiers. 
The duties of the bakhshi were to keep check on all the departments related to 
the army working properly. He had to check the record at regular interval and to 
disburse the payment to the various department. He was responsible for the mustering 
of the military contingent. He sent the financial reports to the diwan. He was also 
responsible for branding and verification of animals. He also arranged the contingent 
for the sub-assignee and had to send all the report to the chief He was also 
responsible for checking the forgery. He was also responsible for the assignment of 
the position in the battlefield.^^ 
^^  Army of the Indian Moghuls, op. cit, pp. 36-44. 
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Jaipur Army and 
its Operations 
^ ^ 
Mughal Empire in the eighteenth century was grappling with pressing problem 
of maintaining peace in the Empire. There were many areas which were cause 
anxiety. Rajput Rajas of Amber, as Mughal noble, were entrusted important 
responsibilities to safeguard and cope with the enemies and smoothly administer their 
watan area and other territories. This chapter focuses the attempt of Raja of Amber in 
managing this arduous task. It also intends to discuss about the working of the army 
of Jaipur. How they marched to the battlefield, techniques they used during war time, 
how they made sieges and how they coped with the sieges made by the army of 
opposition are also focused in this chapter. 
Maps and literary texts 
Interestingly enough we have extant maps and its literary text which reveal the 
war tactics used by Rajput Rajas during siege operations. These extraordinary 
documents are primarily in the form of the kapad dwara maps which depict location 
of forts, placement of enemy tribes and position of Mughal army troops, 
ammunition etc . Such a survey was the preliminary preparation to gauge the nature 
of problem to be addressed. The kapad dwara collection also possesses military charts 
which chalked out the detailed strategy for defense and offense.^ How the rajas army 
had to be divided with clear instruction of right or left wing and the command of the 
leader of the troops, the placement of troops and animal were how army is divided 
into central, right or left wing is also shown. These charts also provided graphic 
descriptions of tunnels, ditches ,^ barriers as well as position of canons^ , weight of 
gun powder and other seemingly minor details . This intricate study on the part of 
the Raja, which is first step towards the expedition is available in profiasion in our 
records. 
I Kapad dwara , Map No. 169. 
/ftiJ.,MapNo. 89. 
Ibid., Map and Notes 541 also see, Notes No- li 
Ibid., Map No. 57. 
Ibid. 
Ibid., Map No 169. 
Ibid., Notes No 174. 
Ibid., Notes No- 284. 
Ibid., Notes No ^9. 
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MAP -2 FORT OF BASWA ADAPTED FROM KAPAD DWARA 
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MAP - 3 SURKHAB ADAPTED FROM KAPAD DWARA 
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MAP - 4 POSITION OF TROOPS IN A BATTLEFIELD ADAPTED 
FROM KAPAD DWARA 
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The encampments of the army 
The camps of army were an important part of the working of the army. The 
Amber chief had two complete sets of the estabUshment. One was pitched where he 
had to stay. The other was pitched where the Amber chief had to make next hah (ie 
next day). This was called Pesh Khana^". The royal camps were pitched in the area of 
150 feet long and 90 feet broad. The zanana tents were also fixed along with the royal 
camps. The guard's tents were placed around these royal camps. Then the tents of 
officer s and workshops were stationed. Around these the tents of noble were placed 
according to their ranks. The bazaars (shops) were also set up at some distance. There 
was adequate arrangement of light. The lightening was done with the help of candles 
and earthen pots. The royal camp was covered by the partition called kanat having the 
height of? feet to 8 feet." 
The camps of the Rulers consisted of number of profusely decorated tents 
called khakwa 's. It was surrounded by the tents of sub-assignees. The tents of ladies 
of were also copiously decorated. The stables of horses, elephants, and other animals 
were placed outside the royal apartment. For the protection of Rulers, artillery was 
either placed in fi-ont of the royal camps or flanked both sides of the Rulers tents.'"^ 
The tent housing kettle drum (Naqqarkhana) was positioned at the entrance of 
the ruler camps. The naqqar was beaten at the regular intervals. Tents of Guards 
{Chowki khana) were placed near the royal tents for the purpose of the security of the 
ruler and the harems. The light towers were also pitched nearby. Various other tents 
were placed for their specific purposes. These tents included the departments candles 
and torches {mashal khana) and saddles {zee khana) rasoikhana( k\Xch.Qnf^, stable for 
horse, elephants etc. The tents of sub assignees were placed according to the rank and 
the height of these tents were lower than that of the ruler. The main gate of these tents 
faced towards the tent of the rulers. The tents of general soldiers were pitched 
nearby.'"* 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
The layout of the army was similar as in the Mughal military expedition. Set out in Ain 17, see 
also, Kapad-dwara, Notes No- 174. 
Ain-i-Akbari, op. cit., list of plates no. IV 
Ibid 
Kapad dwara, Notes no- 138. 
Ain-i-Akbari, op. cit., list of plates no. IV 
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The merchant and traders also accompanied the army. These special quarters 
were called bazaars which functioned as mobile shops for the army and its associated 
functionaries. Bazaars were meant to supply the food and other items to the troopers 
at a moderate profit. They were provided protection and other facilities by the army. 
The imperial kitchen was the main body for the distribution of the food not 
only for Rajas but also for soldiers, matchlock men, and even the palace servants. The 
banjaras were also employed by the rulers to supply of the food grains. The fodder 
for the animals was also taken care of by the ruler. The separate class of the troopers 
were employed for looking after the fodder of the animals. For the discipline and 
security of the huge camps, Daroga was appointed. He was responsible to 
maintaining peace and order in the camp. During the night he kept guard around the 
camp, and also employed the spies to know the happening of the camps.'^ 
Ain. 
A clear vision of the army encampment can discerned by the chart provided in 
16 
' ' Ibid. 
" Ibid. 
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Photo -37 Layout of Military Camp Adapted Ain-i-Akbari 
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Siege Operations 
The siege operations were made when the army had to capture an enemy fort. 
The Siege operations comprised of many tactics. Trenches and mines were made, the 
ditches were filled, siege towers were made, walls were scaled , food supply was cut 
off, fort doors were broke open by elephants, battering rams etc. The planning details 
can be gauged by a perusal of siege layout which divided the entire contingent into 
diverse number of troops with specified responsibility 17 
w X 
ViJ-i.iV-H'j, 
W ,•''- i"r-
* f ^ ; J f ^ i V ^ - " •*:;*-:•* '• <):5-L'?>|-,vi 
^uum 
Photo-38 Showing layout of siege operation. 
Source: Saga of India Cannons. 
Saga of Indian Canon op. cit., p. 2. 
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Trenches and Mines 
The construction of these trenches was done with many carpenters, stone 
cutters, blacksmiths, excavators, earth workers, and shovelmen were set to work to 
construct Sabat which are pecuUar to Indian. The term of Sabat is used for two walls 
which are made at a short distance of a musket shot; and under the shelter of planks 
and baskets which are held together by animal hides, the said walls are carried close 
to the fort. Then the matchlock and the mine diggers come safely. , through the wide 
ways between those walls to fort and they were dig a mine filled it with gunpowder. 
Ditches-
Kapad-dwara maps shows that the forts were protected by ditches, though 
ditches were usually filled with water, sometimes these ditches were filled up by sand 
or mud and temporary bridges were built to cross it. 
Siege-towers 
Siege towers were usually built of timber. They were fully covered and 
mounted on the wheels otherwise sometimes raised on the ground. . These towers 
were stationary and movable. From the top of the tower the troopers could fight 
enemy forces on battlement of forts.^ '^  
Scaling 
For scaling of Fort walls, rope ladders were used.^' 
Cutting the Food Supply 
Stopping the food supply to the enemy camp for a long period to starve them 
is one of the war tactics. Under such circumstances, ruler had to surrender to the 
besieger for the sake of army or public. Raja Jai Singh in 1722 A.D. captured the fort 
of Bharatpur, when Churaman was made starve along-with his army in his fort.^ ^ 
Muhammad Qasim Ferishta , Maqalah, eds, Lucknow, 1864, II, p. 257, Cf, Army of the Indian 
Mughals, op. cit., p. 275. 
Kapad dwara, Map and Notes No- 328 
Ibid., Notes Nos-89, 102. 
See Mughal painting enclosed in Chapter 1, fig. 23. 
Army of Indian Moghul, op. cit.. 284. 
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Use of Elephants 
The elephants were also used during sieges. They were used for battering the 
gates of the forts. The elephant were especially trained for the purpose. For this 
purpose the elephant's forehead were armoured with the help of iron or steel plates. 
The iron spikes were projected on the gates of the forts to make the ramming of forts 
difficult for the elephant.^^ 
The Army operation 
Before going to march they made preparation for it. The order of the march 
was communicated by the commander to the pattayat commanding their troops, who 
in turn conveyed it to their sub ordinate by beating naqarrah. They made huge sound 
of trumpet for the preparation of the march. When all the troopers have assembled, the 
march started. 
The place of halt was selected where the availability of water and food was 
easy. Various means of transportation were used in such march such as Horses, 
camels, elephants, oxen, used in chariots, carts, palanquins and howdah (wooden 
plank) etc.^ "* The mode of transportation depended on the terrain covered and person 
using it. 
During the march of army to the battlefield, heavy artillery formed the 
advanced guard. The treasury of the royal house followed the artillery. The official 
records were carried down by the camels and oxen. Harem formed the central part of 
the march. Cavalry and infantry followed the Harem and provided protection. After 
them commander or Ruler positioned themselves, followed by queens and other 
ladies of the Harem. The rear guard consisted of servant which carrying, tents and 
baggage's etc . The convoy usually made many halts during the march. The time of 
journey depended on many conditions including length of halts, weather conditions, 
etc. The journey from Jaipur to Udaipur (132 Kos) was covered in 23 days in 16 
halts. The return journey was much faster by same convoy as it was covered in 17 
days with nine halts. 
-' V R. dtd. Phalgun Sudi 10 1768/7 April 1712. 
-" Tauji Jamakharch, 1783 V.S. 
" V.R. No. 4/4dated 26 Jamadi-us-sani, 1092/3 July 1681; V. R. No. 29/33 dated 3 Rabi 11093/12 
March, 1682. 
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During emergency times, the forced or quick marches were ordered. During 
1738 A.D. the Jaipur forces approached Tunga in 9 days for making hah for nine days 
at Khanderi. This march was covered in 13 days having the distance of 73 miles 
which implies that they covered about 15-20 Kos per day. Usually march of army 
under desert condition takes about 4-5 Kos per day. 
The intelligence service was also arranged to check the disloyalty among 
troopers. The intelligent department was supervised by the Jamadar, Daroga as well 
as their subordinates called Harkaras^'' and Qasid. The horses were provided to the 
qasids for communicating the messages. The proper Dak (post) arrangements were 
also made. Qasids were responsible for the transportation of the messages. For this 
purpose the dakchowkis were established.^^ 
The Army on the Battle Field 
The battle array of Mughals was picked by Rajputs with whom they had been 
associated for very long time .In the battle field the first line was composed by the 
artillery. Behind this artillery was the advanced guards- the harol and haraval . At 
the centre -Gol, the commander stood.He was flanked on both left hand side Bain 
taraf (left hand side) and Dahini Terra/(right hand side) by the left wing and the right 
wing of the army. After it there was the reserve force which was kept for the 
guarding the camp fi-om the emeny. Chandawal or Chandol was the rear guard that 
protected royal baggages and supplies.'^ ^ 
The slain and wounded were also recorded during the battle. When the high 
ranked person died the drum were mounted on the fort and were beaten according to 
the recognized mode for the occasion. If the officer were killed in the battle flied he 
was cremated with the honour. The relative of the deceased were compensated with 
the grant of inam andpatta.^^ 
The wounded were also compensated by allowance. This allowance was given 
according to the rank of the trooper. This allowance was termed as patti bandhai, or 
zakhamnama. 
-^ V. R. dtd. Baisakh Sudi 1, V. S. 1772/4 May 1715. 
" V. R. dtd. Phalgm Sudi 2, 1769/16 March 1713. 
"* Kapad dwara. Notes No-89. 
Army of Indian Moghals, op. cit., pp. 223-228 
°^ Ibid 
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The Strategies and Tactics of Jaipur army 
The army also used the tuleghma tactics which was first in India was used by 
Babur in the battle of Panipat. This battle was fought between Ibrahim Lodi and 
Babur in 1526 A.D. In this battle the force of Ibrahim Lodi was very large in 
comparison to Babur force. But due to skillful tactics applied by the Babur he won the 
war. When Lodi ordered to attack the right flank Babur ordered the reserve forces to 
attack. The army of Lodi was numerically in large number which made them unable 
to move. 
In mean time the reserve force of Babur surrounded the Lodi's force on both 
sides and attack on them, which created confusion among the army of Lodi. Then 
Babur ordered his right and left wings to attack on the Lodi's army form rear side 
which made Lodi's forces completely paralyzed and Babur won the battle.^' This 
situation is termed tulegma and finds clear mention in the following line drawing of 
Military layout 
Rushbrooke, Williams, An Empire Builder of the Sixteenth century, Longsmen Green and Co., 
1918.P 130-147. 
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Photo-39 Showing Layout of Tulighma tactics source: Rushbrooke, William An 
Empire Builder of the Sixteenth Century 
BATTLE OF PANIPAT 
POSITION 1 
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Before the battle there was always an attempt to resolve conflicts without use 
of armed forces. They spread false news into the state of the enemy to demoralize the 
opponent's army so that the strength of the army could be shaken. The spies were 
employed to enter the enemy camps and collect all the information about the army of 
the enemy and convey it to their masters. 
After the cavalier action the war began between the general combat (infantry). 
These troopers fought with swords, spear, mace, dagger, javelins etc. These troopers 
fought person to person with the help of these weapons. The infantry also used bows 
and arrows for attacking the enemy.^ ^ 
The war cries also played an important role while fighting. They called the 
name of the God for the blessings which gave energy to the troopers to fight. The 
encouraging the soldiers also played an important role in the war. It was the good 
leadership of the commander that encouraged the soldiers.'''* High morale of army has 
always played important role in any war and wars of Rajputs were no exception. 
The Military Operation undertaken by Jaipur Army 
The Jaipur army had fought various battles on behalf of imperial army. One 
can enumerate such battles like when the Mughal emperor sent Man Singh against 
Rana of Mewar . During this time, the Kachhawah family had achieved the highest 
rank in the Mughal service for displaying the exceptional capacity of war and 
government under the emperor. The battle took place at the ground of Haldighati in 
1576^^ In this battle Man Singh was the commander of ten thousand men. Four 
thousand of these were of his own clan (kachhawah) and one thousand was other 
Hindu clan. The remaining five thousand were Muslim troops of the imperial service. 
Man Singh brought success to the Mughal army.^ ^ 
32 
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Army of the Indian Mughals, op. cit., p. 254. 
Kapad -dwara. Notes No- 328. 
Robert Orme, Ms. Collections now in the India office (1760-1805),Cf, Army of the Indian 
Mughals, op. cit, p. 232. 
Military History of India, op. cit., p. 80. 
Ibid, p. 77. 
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In the battle of Pancholas, Sawai Jai Singh sent his three hundred troops under 
the five nobles of kachhwahas namely Isarda, Sarsop, Suhadpur, Nantori and 
Paondhera to help Salim Singh. In this battle Maharao Budh Singhwas forced to 
retreat and army operation of Sawai Jai Singh was successful."''' Sawai Jai Singh also 
-50 
helped Dalel Khan to restore him by helping him with the twenty thousand troopers. 
In the battle of Gangwana, the army of Sawai Jai Singh also played important 
role against the Jat. He was commanding about fifty thousand cavalry and more of 
infantry. ^^  To help the Jaipur Army in 1717A.D imperial government sent about 
eighty four small cannons to Jai Singh at Thun and in addition to that three hundred 
man of gunpowder, one hundred man of lead and rocket were sent fi-om Agra.'*^ 
During the time of Ishwari Singh, the battle of Rajmahal took place on march 
1747 A.D. between the army of Jaipur and the army of Maharana. The battle 
continued only for a day. The skillfiil planning of Jaipur army defeated the force of 
Maharana and the Jaipur army captured all the artillery pieces ."*' 
The battle for Bundi was fought between the Jaipur army and the army of 
Ummed Singh in March 1747 A.D. The Jaipur army defeated the Ummed Singh at 
Devpur and occupied Bundi. '^^ 
The army of Jaipur was summoned by the Emperpor to help him repulse the 
invasion of Afghan invader- Ahmad Shah Durani. This battle took place at Manupur 
in March 1748 A.D.'*^ 
In 1750 A.D. during Ishwari Singh reign ,the army of Jaipur helped Ram 
Singh fight against Bakht Singh for the throne of Marwar. The battle took place at 
Piper near Roona. 
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Surya Mai Mishran, Vamsha Bhaskar, Vol. I V. p. 3134-137 Cf, Bhatnagar V.S, Life and Times of 
Sawai Jai Singh 1688-1743, New Delhi, 1974, p. 218. 
Ibid. Vol. IV, pp. 3220-21. 
Dwivedi, G.C., The Jats : Their Role in the Mughal Empire, Arnold, New Delhi, 1989, p. 62. 
Ibid, p. 64. 
A History of Jaipur p. 219. 
Ibid. pp. 220-221. 
Ibid, p. 221 
Ibid., p. 226 
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The army of Jaipur during Ishwari Singh had also defeated the Madho Singh 
force when he tried overthrow Ishwari Singh from Jaipur 45 
During the times of Madho Singh, the Jaipur forces fought against the 
Marathas between 1753-1756 A.D. Madho Singh and his army had also fought the 
battle of Bhatwara against Maratha and the battle of Maonda against the Jat."^ ^ 
' ' Ibid., p. 211 
"'' Ibid., pp. 238, 242. 
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Army of the Mughals has been a theme which has received considerable 
attention. The classic like Irvine's ''Army of the Mughals'" Phul's "Armies of the Great 
Mughals" have conducted empirical study. The separate dimensions such as Mughal 
arms and armour have also been approached by significant studies. The crying need 
for a wholesome study of Jaipur arms and army corps was felt as of late. 
The present study on the basis of physical survey of forts and Museums 
gauges the rich collection of exhibits and marvels found in affluence in Jaipur city. 
Such an attempt is then collected by rich archival records in the shape of tauji , 
arhsatta, chehra, jama kharach and kapad dwara documents. 
It clearly emerges fi-om our study that the Amber Raja had exceptionally vast 
paraphernalia of arms and armours. Some of these arms and armours are 
complimentary to the Mughal specimen however regional variation is found in the 
emphasis on camel corps and swivels. 
The varied nature of weaponry and arms was employed in the carrying offence 
and defense operations .The entire repository was weilded by a whole hierarchy of 
corps. They confirmed to the obligation and regulation and their activities were 
constantly under checks and balance through the system of dagh-o-chehra and tasiha. 
The expenditure on army was demarcated year wise and it was given to responsibility 
of sahukars. The practice is referred in our documents as hawalgi. The remuneration 
was made both in terms of assignments and cash however this remained the 
responsibility of the network of clerks that such amounts were disbursed regularly 
The working of army was itself a intricate paraphernalia which demanded co 
ordination of variety of armed corps. Such a coordinated effort resulted in the esteem 
that the Amber Raja enjoyed in the Mughal context. 
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